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>>>MORE INEXORABLE BATTLES-OF-THE-WILLS TRAGEDIES<<<

Sweet Talmudic Vengeance?
Auschwitz-Wachmann Hanning fasst fünf Jahre Haft aus
5 Jahre Gefängnis = Späte Strafe für 94-Jährigen =
Leichenschändung nach der Art des Hauses BRD im Auftrag der Auserwählten.
Dummvolk der Beweis, dass das SS-Regime tatsächlich
verbrecherisch war. Das Gericht sagt es und nun auch der böse
Täter mit übergestülpten Büsserhemd. Was aber unterscheidet
das verbrecherische SS-Regime von damals von einem noch
kriminelleren System der Merkel-BRD von heute? Uns ist nicht
bekannt,
dass
das
SS-Regime
einen
permanenten
Vernichtungskrieg gegen das eigene Volk geführt hätte.
Heute: Das Landgericht Detmold hat den ehemaligen
Auschwitz-Wachmann Reinhold Hanning zu fünf Jahren Haft
verurteilt. Der heute 94-Jährige wurde wegen Beihilfe zum Mord
in mindestens 170.000 Fällen schuldig gesprochen.
In der Urteilsbegründung sagte Richterin Anke Grudda: "Sie
waren knapp zweieinhalb Jahre in Auschwitz und haben damit
den Massenmord befördert".
Beihilfe zum Mord in 170.000 Fällen:
(Red. In Abwandlung dieses vermutlich von Israel angeordneten
Urteil gegen SS-Mann Hanning gefallen.
Richterspruches müsste ein normal gebliebenes Volk auch die
Wir dachten, Todesurteile sind in Europa abgeschafft worden. Es
Noch-Bundeskanzlerin Merkel verhaften lassen und des
gibt aber immer Ausnahmen wenn es die falsche Genetik
Völkermordes in 80 Millionen Fällen schuldig zu sprechen. In
betrifft. Möglicherweise hat Hanning auch Enkel, Familie usw.
Deutschland gibt es aber kein „normal“ gebliebenes Volk mehr.
auf die jetzt die Sippenhaftung angewendet wird.
„Merkel ist seit 2005, also seit 11 Jahren Bundeskanzlerin und
Kommentar: Leider gibt es noch immer die Blauäugigen und
Beförderin des Völkermordes. Gemäss des obigen Richtsatzes ist
Naiven Deutschen die trotz besseren Wissen und Fakten an das
Merkel daher zu 22 Jahre schweren Kerkers zu verurteilen.
gerechte
deutsche
Rechtssystem
mit
Gottgläubigen
Merkel könnte dies bei guter Führung und politischen
Gartenzwergen glauben. Deutschland ist aber seit Jahrzehnten
Lobbyismus sogar überleben.)
kein Rechtsstaat mehr und war es auch nie. Ob Hanning jemals
Ursprünglich hatte die Staatsanwaltschaft sechs (!!!) Jahre Haft
diese Äusserung von sich gab „…ich möchte Ihnen sagen, dass
gefordert, Hannings Verteidiger plädierte auf Freispruch. Der
ich zutiefst bereue, einer verbrecherischen Organisation
damals 23 Jahre alte Reinhold Henning war Mitglied der SS und
angehört zu haben…“ gesagt hat oder nicht, ist völlig irrelevant
arbeitete im Konzentrationslager Auschwitz. Dort wurden
und auch extrem dumm. Es zeigt aber das wahre Wesen und
während des Zweiten Weltkrieges mehr als eine Million
den Charakter eines Deutschen. Kein Rückgrat und grenzenloser
Menschen ermordet.
Obrigkeitsgehorsam
und
selbstverachtende
System(Red. War das nicht genau zu jener Zeit in der auch der
Unterwerfung. Der Mastdarm-Akrobatismus der BRD und sein
Rockefeller-Komplex IG Farben in Betrieb war, wo man Zyklon-B
Volk gegenüber Israel und dem von Israel kontrollierten Amerika
zur angeblichen jüdischen Menschenvergasung erzeugte. Im
ist heute der beste Beweis.
Vorstand von IG-Farben sass
aber auch die jüdische
Vielleicht war es auch die Demenz, Senilität und Irrglauben des
Bankerfamilie der Warburgs. Wurden die jüdischen Warburgs je
Reinhold Henning zu glauben, er könne mit unendlich tiefer
für die angeblichen 4 Millionen vergasten Auschwitzjuden vor ein
Reue die ewigen Hass- und Vernichtungstiraden des Judentums
Gericht gestellt. Das war doch aktive Beihilfe zum Massenmord.
gegenüber den deutschen Amalek besänftigen. Keine Chance,
Oder waren Kollateralschäden?)
denn der Hass des Judentums ist seit tausenden von Jahren
In den letzten Jahren hatte sich die Rechtsauffassung
sprichwörtlich, bewiesen und in ihren Religionsbüchern
durchgesetzt, dass die erwiesene Anwesenheit in Auschwitz für
verewigt.Auch alte Dummheit muss eben bestraft werden Nach
eine Verurteilung ausreichend ist. Denn: Jedes SS-Mitglied hat
94 Jahren sollte man weiser sein.
dadurch
einen
Beitrag
zur
Aufrechterhaltung
der
Es ist auch höchst unwahrscheinlich, dass man Hanning auch
Tötungsmaschinerie geleistet.
nur einen einzigen ermordeten Juden nachweisen konnte,
Red. Mit der gleichen hirnrissigen Argumentation müsste man
geschweige dann 170.000. Beweisanträge für den Mord an
jetzt und für alle Zeiten jeden Israeli vor Gericht stellen und für
170.000 wurden offenbar nicht eingebracht, sie wären auch
die Massenmorde an den Palästinenensern zum Tode
Chancenlos geblieben. In diesem und anderen hunderten
verurteilen. Oder kann es sein, dass die semitischen
Fällen ging es ja nicht darum „Morde“ zu bestrafen
Palästinenser keine Menschen sind.
(Völkermorde ist und war den semitischen Sippen seit
Hannings Verteidiger verlangte den Freispruch des 94-Jährigen.
tausenden von Jahren ein Teil ihrer Geopolitik) , sondern dient
Hanning habe keinen Menschen getötet, geschlagen oder dabei
ausschliesslich dazu das ewige Rachebedürfnis der Juden
geholfen, so Johannes Salmen. Er habe Befehle eines
gegenüber aufmüpfigen Volksgruppen zu befriedigen. Henning
Verbrecher-Systems ausgeführt. Als einfacher Arbeiter ohne
und sein Verteidiger hätten die Pflicht gehabt – sofern sie
Schulabschluss habe er zudem die Folgen seines Handelns nicht
Rückgrat gehabt hätten - diese Fakten auch in die Öffentlichkeit
überblicken können.
zu tragen. Das hirnlose Eingeständnis oder Verweigerung der
Vor der Urteilsverkündung hatte sich Hanning persönlich nicht
„tiefsten Reue“ hätte an der Höhe des Urteils nicht das geringste
mehr
geäußert.
An
einem
der
vorausgegangenen
geändert – aber es war für das gesamte umerzogene deutsche
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Verhandlungstagen sagte er: "Ich möchte Ihnen sagen, dass ich
zutiefst bereue, einer verbrecherischen Organisation angehört
zu haben, die für den Tod vieler unschuldiger Menschen, für die
Zerstörung unzähliger Familien, für Elend, Qualen und Leid auf
Seiten der Opfer und deren Angehörigen verantwortlich ist."
http://www.heute.at/news/welt/Auschwitz-Wachmann-Hanningfasst-fuenf-Jahre-Haft-aus;art23661,1301707
http://orf.at/stories/2345303/2345305/
Auch das Wiesental Zentrum lobt das Urteil (welches man
gemeinsam mit dem Jüdischen Weltkogress vorher vorsorglich
eingefordert hatte) und forderte (nicht bat) die deutschen
Behörden auf, weiterhin gegen Nazi-Verbrecher vorzugehen.
„Das Streben nach Gerechtigkeit für Opfer des Holocausts
verdient
die
maximale
Anstrengung,
solange
die
Verantwortlichen für die Verbrechen des Dritten Reiches noch
haftbar gemacht werden können“, sagte Zuroff.

Epilog: Auch das Streben nach mehr Holo-Kohle muss mit
maximaler Anstrengung betrieben werden. Wieviele SteuerdeppMilliarden (sicher dreistellige) bisher auf die Konten des WJC
geflossen sind – und dort versickert wurden, ist ein gut
gehütetes Geheimnis. Auch dem WJC gingen die Hoffnungen
und Forderungen der Holo-Opfer (die fast täglich mehr werden)
echt am Arsch vorbei. Und jetzt beginnt auch noch die Suche
nach weiteren Auschwitz Bediensteten die logischerweise alle
genau wie Hanning mitschuldig sind. Eventuell der Bademeister
der das Schwimmbecken in Auschwitz reinigen musste. Oder der
Dirigent der das Auschwitz-Orchester geleitet hatte? Oder die
Prostituierte, die jahrelang brave Arbeitsjuden zu Diensten sein
musste. WJC und das Wiesental Zentrum wird sicher ein
passendes Opfer finden, und sei’s die SS-Leiche die man aus
den Gräbern buddeln müsste. Die Leichensynode wirft ihre
Schatten voraus.

__________________________________________________
AfD Politician ridicules Green Party LGBTTQQ-Proposal by
greeting Parliament in 60 different Genders

Face of a dying Nation - Backup
Published on Jun 10, 2016

AfD politician Steffen Königer ridiculed the Greens in the
Brandenburg Parliament for their proposal of a "Campaign for
Acceptance of Gender and Sexual diversity, Self-Determination
and against Homo and Trans*-phobia in Brandenburg" as well
as "Giving equal rights and societal equality for LGBTTQQ
(Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual, Trans, Two-spirit, Queer, Questioning)
people in Brandenburg" by quoting 60 of the Genders
considered by Leftists to be actual identities - they're straight
from Facebook's Gender option list.
He finished his introduction of almost 3 minutes by stating that
his party rejects the proposal.
Some Genders have different names in German, so I translated
them literally.
Full List of Genders, official English version:
Gentlemen, ladies, agender, androgyne, androgynous, bigender,
cisgender, cis female, cis male, cis men, cis women, cisgender
females, cisgender males, cisgender men, cisgender women,
females to males, FTM, gender fluid, gender nonconforming,
gender questioning, gender variant, genderqueer, intersex,

males to females, MTF, neither, neutrois, non-binary, other,
pangender, trans, trans*, trans females, trans* females, trans
males, trans* males, trans men, trans* men, trans people,
trans* people, trans women, trans* women, transfeminine,
transgender,
transgender
females,
transgender
males,
transgender men, transgender people, transgender women,
transmasculine, transsexual, transsexual females, transsexual
males, transsexual men, transsexual people, transsexual
women, people of spirit, womyn, womyn*, two-spirit, threespirit, four-spirit, Other.
The Greens are notorious for their efforts to legalize Pedophilia
and normalize transsexuality for children - high ranking party
officials like Daniel Cohn-Bendit openly spoke about their sexual
experiences with kindergardeners.The party also stands for a
complete abolishment of Germany's national borders: The
"Green Youth" division prides itself with posting pictures of
members urinating on the German flag on social media. They
also support the mass influx of millions of young, fertile Muslim
men to "thin out" the German people as Joschka Fischer, former
Foreign Minister, put it.
For these reasons the Greens are accused of putting forward the
proposals, camouflaged as promoting "tolerance", in a deliberate
attempt to destroy the traditional family and further lower
German birth rates.
The Gender insanity has reached critical levels in Germany:
Soon it may become a hate-crime to imply that there are only
two genders as it has already become for opposing mass
immigration.
Every paper, letter or official statement has to be "gendered" by
including additional symbols for two or more genders to avoid
discrimination accusations, for example "Sehr geehrte(r)
Herr/Frau", "Sehr geehrte Student*innen" or "Sehr geehrte
Studierende" (new Neutral form) is used to address males or
females and students respectively rather than using the
terminology that was common for centuries.
This is considered by many as an attack on the German
language as well as poisoning to the minds of schoolchildren and
university students. Much-needed funds for infrastructure are
allocated to discuss the need for 3rd bathrooms and rewriting
government templates to be gender-conform, possibly costing
millions each.
A very loud, tiny minority now forces their insane ideology on
the heterosexual society, calling anybody that disagrees with
their policies a "homophobe" or bigot. Despite making up just a
small percentage of the general population, transsexuals and
homosexuals are ubiquitous on Television, in movies,
newspapers and billboards. Children in as early as 4th grade are
subjected to explicit sex education, including homosexuality and
trans-sexuality. Parents are afraid to speak up in fear of being
called homophobe.
This out-of-control political correctness has also lead to huge
taxpayer funding of absurd university courses. For example the
ruling parties (Green and CDU) in the State of BadenWürttemberg stated in their program that the most important
scientific fields for research to keep Germany competitive are
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"Gender Studies", political sciences, Philosophy and the Arts. It
is no surprise that this mindset produces insane proposals as
the one put forward by the Greens.
Frustrated Germans who are fed up with the insanity of GenderIdeology and want a healthy, normal family and their tax dollars

spent on their own people rather than foreigners or a screeching
minority of cultural Marxists found hope in the new Alternative
for Germany, which got up to 25% of votes in some states from
the get-go.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAHvLAJ-5aQ

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Florida shooting: Donald Trump sparks outrage with Tweets
AFP, 8:4 2AM JUNE 1 3, 20 16
Orlando gunman links to IS investigated
“In his remarks today, President Obama disgracefully
refused to even say the words ‘Radical Islam’. For that
reason alone, he should step down,” he said.
“If Hillary Clinton, after this attack, still cannot say the
two words ‘Radical Islam’ she should get out of this race
for the presidency.”

White House hopeful Donald Trump lost no time in claiming a
massacre in a gay nightclub showed he has been right about
Islamic extremism. The Republican flag-bearer demanded that
President Barack Obama stand down if he refuses to blame the
attack on what Trump called “radical Islam”.

Donald J. Trump
✔@realDonaldTrump
Horrific incident in FL. Praying for all the victims & their
families. When will this stop? When will we get tough,
smart & vigilant?
1:15 AM - 13 Jun 2016 26,03126,031 Retweets
59,86959,869 likes
And the property mogul went to Twitter to double down
on his promise to ban Muslims from travelling to the
United States if elected.
Obama had earlier branded the attack an act of “terror”
and “hate” but the FBI investigation into the slain
suspect’s motives is continuing.
The attack by a US citizen left 50 dead in the worst mass
shooting in US history and has been claimed by a media
source close to the Islamic State group.
Donald J. Trump
✔@realDonaldTrump
Appreciate the congrats for being right on radical Islamic
terrorism, I don't want congrats, I want toughness &
vigilance. We must be smart!
2:13 AM - 13 Jun 2016 21,96121,961 Retweets
53,03753,037 likes
In a series of Tweets starting just hours after the
shooting began and as reports were still sketchy, Trump
said the tragedy supported his views.
“Appreciate the congrats for being right on radical
Islamic terrorism,” he said. “I don’t want congrats, I
want toughness and vigilance. We must be smart!” Later,
he followed up with a strongly-worded statement.

Donald J. Trump
✔@realDonaldTrump
Is President Obama going to finally mention the words
radical Islamic terrorism? If he doesn't he should
immediately resign in disgrace!
3:28 AM - 13 Jun 2016 27,66327,663 Retweets
58,20658,206 likes
Clinton, Trump’s Democratic rival for the White House,
had been due to campaign with Obama on Wednesday,
but cancelled the event while the FBI probe continues.
“If we do not get tough and smart real fast, we are not
going to have a country anymore,” Trump warned.
“Because our leaders are weak, I said this was going to
happen -- and it is only going to get worse.
“I am trying to save lives and prevent the next terrorist
attack. We can’t afford to be politically correct anymore,”
he warned.
Donald J. Trump
✔@realDonaldTrump
"@WandaWalls20: @realDonaldTrump Please make us
safe. We cannot have Hillary as president. We will be in
so much trouble.
4:32 AM - 13 Jun 2016 5,7785,778 Retweets
18,68618,686 likes
Trump has previously argued that events like the San
Bernardino shooting in December last year show that the
United States should ban Muslim travellers.
In his statement, Trump did not repeat this call for a visa
ban -- promising simply to make a detailed national
security speech on Monday.
But he quickly returned to Twitter to repeat and
underline what has proved one of his most controversial
campaign promises.
“What has happened in Orlando is just the beginning,” he
tweeted. “I called it and asked for the ban. Must be
tough.” - AFP
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world/floridashooting-donald-trump-sparks-outrage-with
tweets/newsstory/fd637f846aa63ecf17005a87370f8864

________________________________________________
The Eulogy with wild cheering and applause –
that’s real politics!
***
…everything is religious-everything is political…

Iranian student informing Fredrick Töben about the state of free expression in Iran.
3

Rabbi Michael Lerner’s Eulogy
The Way To Honour Mohammed Ali Is To Be Mohammed Ali
Master of compassion, God of compassion, send your
blessings to Muhammad Ali and send your blessings to all
who mourn for him and send your blessings for all the
millions and millions of people who mourn for him all
over this planet. Amen.
I come here speaking as a representative of American
Jews so — and to say that American Jews played an
important role with African-American struggles in this
country and that we today stand in solidarity with Islamic
communities in this country and all around the world.
[applause]
We will not tolerate politicians or anyone else putting
down a Muslim and blaming Muslims for a few people —
[applause]
We know what it’s like to be demeened. We know what
it’s like to have a few people who act against the highest
visions of our tradition to then be identified as the value
of the entire tradition, and one of the reasons that we at
Tikun Magazine, a magazine of liberal and progressive
Jews but also an interfaith magazine, have called upon
the United States to stand up to the parts of the Israeli
government that is suppressing Palestinians is that we as
Jews understand that our commitment is to recognize
that God has created everyone in God’s image and that
everyone is equally precious, and that means the
Palestinian people as well as all other people on the
planet. [applause]
I know the people of Louisville have a special relationship
to Muhammad Ali and I had a personal relationship in the
‘60s when both of us were indicted by the federal
government for our various stands against the war in
Vietnam. I want to say that although he was cheered on
as the heavyweight champion of the world, you know the
truth is — all the honor to him — but heavyweight
champions of the world come and go and sports heroes
come and go. There was something about Muhammad Ali
that was different. At the key moment when he had that
recognition, he using it to stand up to an immoral war
and say no, I won’t go. [applause]
And it’s for that reason that tens of millions of
Americans, who don’t particularly care about boxing, do
care about Muhammad Ali, because he was the person
who was willing to risk a great honor that he got and the
great fame that he got to stand up for the beliefs that he
had, to speak truth to power when the rest of the people
around him said no, no, you’re going to lose your
championship, and it was taken away from him for five
years, but he stood up and was willing to take that kind
of a risk because of that kind of moral integrity.
[applause]
So I want to say how do we honor Muhammad Ali? And
the answer is the way to honor Muhammad Ali is to be
Muhammad Ali today. [applause]
That means us, everyone here and everyone listening.
It’s up to us to continue that ability to speak truth to
power. We must speak out, refuse to follow the path of
conformity to the rules of the game in life. We must

refuse to follow the path of conformity. Tell the 1% who
own 80% of the wealth of this country that it’s time to
share that wealth. [applause]
Tell the politicians who use violence worldwide and then
preach nonviolence to the oppressed, that it’s time for
them to end their drone warfare and every other kind of
warfare, to close our military bases around the world, to
bring the troops home. Tell those who created mass
incarceration that it’s time to create a guaranteed income
for everyone in our society. [applause]
Tell judges to let out of prison the many AfricanAmericans swept up by racist police and imprisoned by
racist judges. [applause]
Many of them in prison today for offenses like possessing
Marijuana that white people get away with all the time.
[applause]
Tell our elected officials to imprison those who authorize
torture and those who ran the big banks and investment
companies that caused the economic collapse of 2008.
[applause]
Tell the leaders of Turkey to stop killing the Kurds. Tell
Israeli prime minister Netanyahu that the way to get
security for Israel is to stop the occupation of the west
bank and help create a Palestinian State. [applause]
Tell the next president of the United States that she —
[wild cheers]
Tell the next president of the United States that she
should seek a constitutional amendment to make all
national and state elections funded by Congress and the
state legislatures and or all other sources of money be
banned, including money from corporations, from
individuals, all other money, make it all public funding.
[applause]
Tell her that the way to achieve Homeland security is not
for us to try new ways of domination. The strategy of
domination of the world of the other to get security has
been tried for the last 10,000 years and it doesn’t work.
The way to get security is for the United States to
become known as the most generous and caring country
in the world, not the most powerful. [applause]
We could start with a global and domestic Marshall plan
to once and for all end global and domestic poverty,
homelessness, hunger, inadequate education, inadequate
health care. [applause]
So I want to share of the interfaith network of Spiritual
Progressives. By the way, spiritualprogressives.org/
come and join us – spiritualprogressives.org/. I want to
affirm my commitment to the well-being of all Muslims
on this planet as well as the people of all faiths and
secular humanists as well. We wish to pay honor to
Muslims of the world as they continue today the fast of
Ramadan and join with them in mourning the loss and
celebratring the life of Muhammad Ali, a great fighter for
justice and peace. Peace be upon him, peace be upon the
Prophet Muhammad, peace be upon all of humanity and
peace on all of us. Amen. [applause]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUXilmt192k

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Published on Jun 10, 2016
Berkeley-based Rabbi Michael Lerner spoke as a representative of the Jewish faith at Muhammad Ali’s
memorial service in Louisville today, and delivered a fiery sermon calling for a litany of social change,
including the ending of drone warfare, the ending of Israeli West Bank occupation, and literally dozens of
other things—commanding multiple standing ovations. He ended his eulogy with a fist salute.
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>>Paul Fromm from Canada<<

German Victimization:

The Ethnic Cleansing of 16-Million Germans, 1944-1948

Publicize that Germans Were Victims of Mass
Expulsions in WW II
Published on May 31, 2016
Paul Fromm gave this talk at a meeting of the
Thule Society and the Truth and Justice for
Germans Society, on May 28, 2016 in Vancouver.

Paul is the Director of the Canadian Association for
the Freedom of Expression.
This talk follows one given by Brian Ruhe about the
Thule Society, which is a video here on the Brian
Ruhe channel, on the Thule Society playlist.
Part 1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RiJj3RDVfHY
Part2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sIDUkYbHXCA
Last May, I went on a fact-finding trip to South Africa, compiling
information for a book on White genocide in South Africa. I shall
return in August to complete my research. This time, I hope to
visit SouthWest Africa, as well. Would you be able to suggest
any worthwhile contacts. Here is an article I wrote based on last
year's trip. Thanks for any help you may be able to offer,
Paul Fromm.

Whites Face Genocide in South Africa
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Her cellphone rings. It's an urgent call from a distraught
mother. Her two year old child, afflicted with severe asthma and
a lung infection desperately needs a nebulizer to create vapour
to get medicine into her daughter's lung. The mother lives in a
camp for homeless Whites on a farm near Pretoria. A total of
157 Whites, including 40 children, live in makeshift tin and
wooden huts.
Leigh Oxley Du Preez hundreds of miles away in Durban works
her e-mail and phone list of volunteers. Within a half hour, she
locates a volunteer in Pretoria who will pick up the nebulizer
from a pharmacy and drive 30 miles to deliver it to the
desperate mother.
Leigh heads the South African Family Relief Project, which has
over 7,000 supporters on its Facebook page. Her group, barely a
year old, brings food, clothes, medicine, household goods and
toys to thousands of Whites who are destitute and homeless,
living in what might be called squatter camps.
On the way to a shelter run by a Pentecostal minister, Leigh's
cellphone rings again. The caller is another White mother. Her
five children haven't eaten in two days. The mother, father and
two of the five beautiful blonde children have AIDS. The father
is too sick to work. the family lives on a friend's porch. The
woman is stressed and at her wits' end. Leigh gently reminds
her to get in touch before the food runs out. She calls and finds
a volunteer in the city, Pietmaritzburg, who will go and deliver
some food. "You can't let the children go hungry," Leigh says
half to the woman, half to me.
I recently was sent by American supporters on a two week fact
finding tour of South Africa to learn more about the
deteriorating conditions of the 4-million Whites, trapped in a
country ruled by a communist-dominated government of
corrupt, White-hating Blacks.
Thousands of Whites are destitute and living in homeless camps.
In South Africa, everything is racial. If these shelters are not 70
per cent Black, they get no government money. Most of these
people were, just a few years ago, middle class or working
class. Now they are penniless -- victims of the anti-White
policies of the South African government.
South Africa has an unemployment rate of over 40 per cent. yet,
they still permit tens of thousands of illegals from adjacent
countries to pour across their borders. "We're all Africans," say
leaders, invoking universalist communist ideology, in the face of
violent protests by Blacks angry at the foreigners taking their
jobs.
Normally, the better educated and more skilled Whites would do
well in the job market. But here is where cold blooded
government policy comes in to impoverish Whites. It goes by
the bureaucratic acronym BEE. That stands for Black Economic
Empowerment program. Government and government owned
businesses (parastatals) like the huge electrical company
Ekscom are a huge part of the economy in South Africa. A
company must be BEE-compliant -- that is, it's workforce must
be at least 70 per cent Black -- in order to bid for government
contracts. Not only that, the company's suppliers must be BEEcompliant. Thus, a company that publishes textbooks for schools
must have 70 per cent of its workforce Black in order to do
business with a board of education. Further, the company that
prints the textbooks and the shipping company that delivers
them must be BEE compliant.
Fanatical adherence to the BEE program has not only
impoverished many Whites, but it has led to costly
incompetence. When Blacks took over Eskom in 1994, they
inherited one of the best electrical systems in the world. South
Africa had enough for its own needs and surplus to export and
sell to its neighbours. However, 21 years of Black incompetence
and corruption have ruined Eskom. South Africans experience
daily "load sharing" -- a nice term for power blackouts -- of
between two and four hours, often at supper time. Little
maintenance has been done on the turbines and new
construction if years behind schedule and massively over
budget. Black thieves regularly rip out miles of electrical
transmission cables to sell the copper. This is a little like the
Black behaviour in Baltimore recently where discontented people
burned stores and even a shelter for poor old people in their
own neighbourhoods.

The result is that White are being frozen out of the job market
to be replaced by less qualified and often utterly unqualified
Blacks. Senior Whites in the police and army and civil service
and parastatals like Ekscom were purged soon after the
handover of power to the communist-dominated ANC (African
National Congress) The present president Jacob Zuma was a
member of the Communist Party. However, just because's he
was a communist with 4 wives wives doesn't mean he's not
above feathering his own materialistic nest. He has used over
243-million rand ($24-million) of South African (almost allWhite) taxpayers' money to decorate and enhance his private
resident of Nkandla in Zululand.
There is a concerted effort to denigrate White culture. Statues of
White heroes like Cecil Rhodes and King George V have been
removed or vandalized on South African university campuses.
Afrikaner leader and singer Steve Hofmeyr says: ""I don't want
fewer monuments. I want more monuments erected. But don't
defile the ones that exist -- we are the sum total of all the
history, not just the fun parts." (CNN, April 11, 2015) British
businessman and politician Cecil Rhodes endowed scholarships
at the University of Cape Town, which removed his statue.
Afrikaans, a spin-off of Dutch, the language of the majority of
White South Africans is being replaced as the language of
instruction at many formerly Afrikaans universities.
Every White person I met feared for his physical safety. Crime -murder, robbery, and rape -- is rampant in South Africa. South
Africa has the highest rape rate in the world and the second
highest murder rate, making South Africa more dangerous than
most parts of Iraq! Most victims and perpetrators are Black.
Rapes are rampant in the Black schools and parents often
accept a small sum of money as financial compensation for their
raped daughter rather than going to the corrupt or incompetent
police. Genocidewatch.com observes: "About 50 people on
average are murdered in South-Africa per day, of which at least
20 of them are whites(95+ % black on white murder rate).
Please take into consideration that white people make up only
9% (4 500 000) of the demographics in South-Africa and
therefore the white murder rate in South-Africa is quite
significant."
For a bribe, "dockets" (case files) can be made to disappear and
the case never comes to court. Traffic stops are often an excuse
for a bribe. A hundred rand note ($10), my hosts told me, would
usually make a traffic stop go away. Worse, police are
sometimes the perpetrators of carjackings and robberies. One
incident, the attempted kidnapping of a rich Chinese couple in
an upper class area of Johannesburg was captured on a
cellphone and was clearly being perpetrated by police in the
guise of stopping to question the couple. The video has gone
viral on You Tube.
Here's just a sampling of the crimes ordinary South African
Whites experience:
* One of the South African Family Relief volunteers who drove
me around told me of the experience of a work mate. This man
and his adult son were working on their boat at their home in an
upscale area. Two Blacks came up the driveway and demanded
the keys to the son's car. He refused. The Blacks shot him dead
and fled.
* My guide in Johannesburg has a sister whose home has been
robbed 12 times in the past decade.
* Joulene Trichardt, my Johannesburg guide's daughter-in-law,
was one of the managers at a nightclub called “Truth” several
years ago. The night club was open once a week for parties and
dances. On the night in question, four armed Blacks burst in
firing handguns and attacked the staff. They herded the
managers and the dj into an office. They beat one manager with
a pistol and kicked Joulene repeatedly when she disobeyed their
orders to keep her eyes down and not to look. The bandits made
off with the night's proceeds -- 400,000 rand (roughly $40,000)
-- as well as the staffs' cellphones. They were never caught.
Over 70,000 Whites have been murdered in South Africa since
power was handed to the ANC. Over 5,000 farmers have been
murdered, Many of these killings involve hideous torture. An old
terrorist chant of the ANC is "Shoot the farmer; kill the Boer!"
This song has been sung in recent times even by President
Jacob Zuma. The communist ideology of the ANC calls for the
eventual seizure of many farms. So traumatized and
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beleaguered are South Africa's farmers that farm production has
slumped and South Africa is now a food importing country.
While communist parties are passe and weak in North America,
the South African Communist Party is strong and influential. One
of Nelson Mandela's key advisers was the head of the South
African Communist Party Joe Slovo, a Lithuanian Jew and
colonel in the KGB. After denying it for many years, late in life
it was revealed that Nelson Mandela had been a communist
since the 1960s. Many influential people in the ANC regime are
communists.
A drive through the port city of Durban reveals Che Guevara
Boulevard and Joe Slovo Road. There's a delicious irony here.
Che Guevara, an Argentinian communist who helped Fidel
Castro communists seize control of Cuba despised Negroes. he
wrote: " The black is indolent and a dreamer; spending his
meager wage on frivolity or drink; the European has a tradition
of work and saving, which has pursued him as far as this corner
of America and drives him to advance himself, even
independently of his own individual aspirations.” (Joseph
Hammond in The Commentator, online, May 30,2013)
What is going on in South Africa is a slow genocide of the 4million White population. The mounting homicidal violence
against Whites, the denial of access to jobs for Whites and the
erasing of their history and culture mean genocide on the
installment plan.

Dr. Gregory Stanton is the Founding President of
Genocide Watch, is a liberal and was both anti-apartheid
and deeply involved in the so-called Civil Rights
Movement in the United States. After a two month study
of the plight of Whites in South Africa in 2014, Dr.
Stanton warned in a December 3, 2014 press conference,
that "early warnings of genocide are still deep in South
African society, though genocide has not begun..
... Several years ago the Marxist racist, Julius Malema,
then President of the African National Congress Youth
League, revived the singing of the “Shoot the Farmer, Kill
the Boer” song, once a revolutionary song, but now an
incitement to commit genocide. A South African judge
declared that singing of the song is a hate crime and
prohibited Malema from singing the “Kill the Boer” song.
But then the South African President, Jacob Zuma, sang
the song himself, in direct contempt for the judge’s
ruling. Malema was later expelled from the ANC over an
unrelated conflict with Zuma. He formed his own political
party, the EFF, which has continued to promote a Marxist,
racist agenda, and Malema was elected to Parliament.”
http://www.genocidewatch.org/aboutus/bydrgregorysta
nton.html

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This brief text (1600 words), not available in English up
to now, presented in 2004 the second edition of the first
four volumes of Prof. Faurisson’s collected revisionist
writings –
Ecrits
révisionnistes
1974-1998.
It
encapsulates some of the essential points of the anti"Holocaust" argument or, as Arthur Robert Butz has put
it, "the case against the presumed extermination of
European Jewry".
Sunday, May 30, 2004

Foreword to the 2nd edition of "Ecritsrévisionnistes
1974-1998"
The first edition of the present work dates from March
1999. For it I was indebted to two persons who had
kindly agreed to compile for publication the articles and
studies which, in addition to a few revisionist books or
other pieces, I had written from 1974 to 1998. This new
edition reproduces the contents of the first but not
without abundant corrections of detail; I owe it to Jean
Plantin and, especially, to Yvonne Schleiter. The index of
names has been entirely redone. In the absence of an
index of subjects there is a “reading guide” prepared by
Jean-Marie Boisdefeu. This second edition ought to have
appeared in 2001 but we have constantly had to
postpone it up to today. I had promised, in addition to
the present four volumes, a book of illustrations; I regret
all the more my inability to keep that promise as my
general undertaking, essentially concrete, would have
benefited from being illustrated by documents and

photographs of which, moreover, I possess a great
many.
On February 2 of this year I devoted an article to my
“Sombre appraisal of historical revisionism”. Since that
date the situation has worsened. The conference that
was set to take place on April 24 and 25 in Sacramento,
California, bringing together more than two hundred
supporters of the revisionist cause, was cancelled and, in
Toronto, one may fear the worst for Ernst Zündel, who
for fifteen months has been held without charge in a
high-security prison.
Revisionist researchers or active disseminators of
revisionist works are today but a handful. One may
mention, principally, Germar Rudolf in the United States
(with the help of his friend Jürgen Graf in Russia,),
Fredrick Töben in Australia, Carlo Mattogno in Italy, Jean
Plantin in France, Vincent Reynouard in Belgium and, on
the Internet, the “aaargh” site, on the one hand, and
that of Radio-Islam on the other hand.
On the scientific level revisionism has won a total victory.
It no longer has any opponents. The Hilbergs, the VidalNaquets, the Klarsfelds, the Berenbaums, the Deborah
Lipstadts, a Robert Jan van Pelt who, in essence, is
content to take up the feeble arguments of a JeanClaude Pressac on his own account, have been reduced
to naught. The revisionists no longer see anything
opposing them but Spielberg films, Yad Vashem
ceremonies,
museums
inspired
by
Disneyland,
pilgrimages
to
Auschwitz,
media
drumming,
brainwashing in the schools and universities and, finally,
State propaganda relying on police and judicial
repression. Our opponents have laid down their arms but
practically no one knows it since the defeated, thanks to
the power they possess in the media and their
consummate talent in bluffing, blow their trumpets
or shofars as if they had carried the day.
Their historians used to claim that Hitler had conducted a
policy of extermination against the Jews, involving,
particularly, the use of weapons of mass destruction
called homicidal gas chambers or gas vans. They would
also assure us that, on the Eastern front, the
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Einsatzgruppen had engaged in gigantic slaughters of
Jews. In the end, if one was to believe them, nearly all
the Jews of Europe had thus been exterminated.
So vast a crime would have presupposed an order, a
project, a plan, overall guidelines, detailed instructions,
funding, a monitoring of operations and expenditures,
numerous assessments whether particular or general,
research into and successful development of such
weapons as mankind had not yet known, along with the
involvement of a great many soldiers, scientists,
engineers, builders and other employees. Such an
undertaking, especially if it had been carried out in the
utmost secrecy, would have required a set of draconian
measures. All of this would have left much irrefutable
evidence, both material and documentary. At first, the
official historians had the nerve to state that such
evidence did indeed exist, and “in abundance”. When
challenged to supply “one proof, one single proof” of
their own choice, they pulled back and, following
Pressac’s example, thenceforth invoked only the
existence of “criminal traces” or “beginnings of proof”.

Retreating still further, they invented the claim that the
great slaughter had occurred without any order or
directive
but
spontaneously
(like
“spontaneous
generation”, in a way). The most prestigious among
them, Raul Hilberg, going back on his former affirmation
that there had been two orders from the Führer to kill
the Jews, proceeded to assert that in fact everything had
happened without an order, without a plan, all thanks to
“an incredible meeting of minds” (sic) within the vast
German bureaucracy and to “a consensus-mind reading”
(sic) among Nazi bureaucrats!
No one has been able to find a single enclosure that
could have been an authentic homicidal gas chamber.
Not a single homicidal gas van, either. For the world’s
greatest crime, the accusation can produce no forensic
examination of the weapon. Among the post-mortems
not one attests to death by gassing. The alleged
witnesses of “gassings” whom revisionists have been
able to subject to a precise and public cross-examination
in court have been unmasked.
The execution gas chambers shown to tourists have been
shown to be mere Potemkin-like fakes. The massacres
attributed to the Einsatzgruppen have left not one
common grave approaching the dimensions of the mass
graves in Katyn forest (4,255 corpses counted) – a
proved crime, that slaughter, and the culprits of which
were our Soviet allies.
Conversely, facts that prove that the Third Reich never
had a policy of physical extermination of the Jews are not
wanting. Even on the Eastern Front, the killing of an
innocent Jewish civilian was punishable by severe
sanctions, including the death penalty. The German
courts martial were capable of punishing those guilty of
any sort of excess against Jews. Examples abound of
measures taken, in the camps and elsewhere, to protect
Jews against the excesses characteristic of all contexts of
imprisonment, as well as against the ravages of disease.
The Germans were haunted by a fear of disorder, of
contagion and epidemics, of loss of manpower; even at
Auschwitz there were training centres for Jewish youths
in various manual trades. Millions of Jews, despite the
great bloodshed that a Europe at war was experiencing
and despite the apocalypse of a Germany pulverised by
the systematic Allied bombing, survived the war. They
call themselves “survivors”, owing their lives to
“miracles”, and still today make up the membership of
associations with a pronounced thirst for financial

reparations. , “U.S. Court to discuss issue of who is a
Holocaust survivor”, During the war, Jewish leaders
made
alarming
statements
about
an
on-going
extermination of the Jews, but their conduct showed that
they did not really believe their own words. The Allied
chiefs saw that they were dealing at times with Jews
seeking “to stoke us up”. And then, the “Brown Jews” of
“the Jewish international of collaboration” were not
absent from the scene. Zionists and National Socialists
had, to a certain extent, the same worldview; whence, in
1941, the Stern Group’s offer to Germany of a military
collaboration against the British. As late as April 21,
1945, a representative of the World Jewish Congress,
Norbert Masur, was received by Himmler to discuss the
matter of Jews to be handed over to the Allies.
The Germans sought to expel the Jews from Europe, if
possible with the rest of the world’s agreement. They had
in mind a “territorial final solution of the Jewish question”
(“eine territoriale Endlösung der Judenfrage”, according
to the internal memorandum of August 21, 1942 signed
by one Martin Luther (sic), director at the German
Foreign Office; on this point see my article of August 7,
2008, The secular religion of “the Holocaust”, a tainted
product of consumer society).
On March 6 of this year, in France, on Thierry Ardisson’s
television programme Tout le monde en parle, Admiral
Philippe de Gaulle was heard saying of the Jews: “The
Germans wanted, if not to exterminate them, at least to
drive them out [of Europe].” This reflection has met with
silence, but was hardly lacking in accuracy. Also kept
hidden from the general public is the fact that during the
war neither Churchill, Eden, Roosevelt, Truman,
Eisenhower, Charles de Gaulle nor Stalin cared to
mention the “gas chambers” or “gas vans” in any
statement or writing. Those among them who, years
after the end of the conflict, wrote their war memoirs
also kept quiet on the subject. Pope Pius XII, although
even more hostile towards Hitler than towards Stalin, did
likewise (cf.
http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.it/2006/05/preface-topope-pius-xiis-revisionism.html).
The “weapons of mass destruction” of Adolf Hitler – his
alleged homicidal gas chambers and gas vans – existed
no more than did the “weapons of mass destruction” of
Saddam Hussein. The lie and the liars behind the stories
of 1944 under the aegis of Franklin Roosevelt – with the
War Refugee Board, set up by Henry Morgenthau Jr –
were identical in kind to those materialising under
George Bush Jr and his Office of Special Plans, set up in
2002 by Paul Wolfowitz (see my article The Revisionist
Method Applied to the History of the Third World War,
May 11, 2003).
Unhappily, today, poisoned by “Holocaust” propaganda,
the minds of too many people are not inclined to call their
beliefs into question. The “Shoah” has become a religious
superstition inspiring reverence or fear. Conscious of its
own fragility and of the precarious position of the State of
Israel, of which it is the sword and the shield, this
religion has erected formidable defensive walls and
severely punishes those who try to stand up against it. In
the past, in order to be a truly active revisionist it took
courage and sacrifices; in future, it will take the heroism
of Antigone and a singular abnegation to remain a
revisionist.
http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.it/2004/05/forewordto-2nd-edition-of-ecrits.html
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US House calls on Germany to ‘fulfill moral obligation’ to Holocaust survivors
Resolution urges Berlin to reaffirm financial commitment to fully address
unique needs of victims of Nazi regime
By Rebecca Shimoni Stoil June 8, 2016, 4:11 am
WASHINGTON – The US House of Representatives voted
home care needs of all Holocaust survivors have been
overwhelmingly Tuesday evening to pass a resolution
woefully inadequate.”
calling upon Germany to increase restitution support for
Ros-Lehtinen told her colleagues Tuesday that
Holocaust survivors in what one of the legislation’s
frequently, Holocaust survivors’ needs are more
sponsors described as a last chance to support the
complex and costly than many others of their
dwindling number of Nazi victims.
generation due to the psychological and physical
The resolution, passed unanimously by a vote of 363-0
impact of their wartime experiences.
with strong support on both sides of the aisle, was
sponsored by a bipartisan team of south Florida
representatives – Republican Ileana Ros-Lehtinen and
Democrat Ted Deutch.
Speaking on the House floor before the vote, RosLehtinen said that around one-quarter of the slightly over
500,000 living Holocaust survivors in the world live in the
US, and some 15,000 of those live in south Florida.
Ros-Lehtinen noted that more than half of all survivors
worldwide live at or below the poverty level, but
Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen (R-FL) (photo credit: courtesy)
expressed hope that Tuesday’s vote would help alleviate
Speaking
after
Ros-Lehtinen,
Deutch
warned
some of the pressure.
representatives that “time is sadly very much of the
“Today, the House once again demonstrated its
essence.”
commitment to achieving justice for all Holocaust
“Holocaust survivors are not receiving the care that they
survivors in overwhelmingly passing the resolution Ted
need,” he complained. “For decades, the German
and I introduced, urging Germany to honor its obligations
government has been committed to responding to
to Holocaust survivors,” Ros-Lehtinen said shortly after
survivor needs, but the survivor community is aging and
the resolution passed. “It’s been over 71 years since the
their needs are greater.”
end of World War II, and even though they’ve lived
Deutch emphasized that many survivors lack the family
through the unspeakable atrocities at the hands of the
support to assist mobility and that many need in-home
Nazis, Holocaust survivors today continue to face
care, after their war experiences left them terrified of
lingering injustices. It would be a travesty if humanity
leaving their homes and being placed in a caregiving
once again failed these individuals by ignoring their
institution.
plight.”
“The current system is broken and full of fraud and
corruption; the Claims Conference has failed survivors,
placing caps on assistance and adding unnecessary
burdens on those in dire need of assistance,” the Florida
congresswoman continued. “Germany needs to show its
leadership and do the right thing by fulfilling its
commitments and obligations to all survivors by taking
action to provide mental health, medical and home care
needs for all survivors directly and immediately. Time is
Ted Deutch (Courtesy)
of the essence and survivors can no longer afford these
Under the current system, Deutch said, even the poorest
delays – they deserve to live out the remainder of their
survivors are only entitled to 25 hours of home care
days in the dignity and comfort they deserve.”
every week – a gap addressed by the resolution which
also calls for an end to limitations on home care hours.
The resolution states that it aims to ensure “that all
Holocaust victims live with dignity, comfort, and security
in their remaining years.” It calls on Germany “to
reaffirm its commitment to this goal through a financial
commitment to comprehensively address the unique
health and welfare needs of vulnerable Holocaust victims,
including home care and other medically prescribed
needs.”
The
resolution
was
drafted
following
2015
correspondence on the subject between Congress and
File: Holocaust survivors walks with others through the
the German Finance Ministry. The resolution’s supporters
main gate of the former Auschwitz Nazi death camp in
Oswiecim, Poland, on January 27, 2016, the 71st
said that in this correspondence, Germany acknowledged
anniversary of the death camp's liberation by the Soviet
that the care financed by the German government was
Red Army in 1945. (AP/Czarek Sokolowski)
insufficient to address survivors’ needs.
In hearings on the resolution, Ros-Lehtinen argued that
The House resolution was intended to emphasize
although Germany has assisted survivors since the
Congress’s demand for additional aid, which Ros1950s, “even by its own admission, the German
Lehtinen stressed, emphasized the need for direct
government’s efforts to address the medical, mental and
assistance to survivors — aid which the sponsors said
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was urgently needed. “We expect the German
government to hear what we are saying,” Deutch
proclaimed during a floor speech Tuesday.
“In the coming days, decisions will be made in Berlin that
will determine whether survivors will receive the funding
and the care that they need,” Deutch explained. “I’m not
sure that our ally Germany recognizes the true scope of
the need.”
“It is with a heavy heart that we acknowledge that these
negotiations are the last opportunity for Germany to

address the health and wellbeing of these survivors,” he
warned.
“While no amount of money can erase the horrors of
Holocaust victims, there is a moral responsibility to fulfill
all the needs so that they can live out the rest of their
lives with dignity,” he added.
http://www.timesofisrael.com/us-house-calls-ongermany-to-fulfill-moral-obligation-to-holocaustsurvivors/
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In remote Madagascar,
a new community chooses to be Jewish

After years of self-study and correspondence with rabbis in Israel, 121
Malagasies converted to Judaism, pray in Sephardic-accented Hebrew and
strictly observe the Sabbath and holidays
By Deborah Josefson June 6, 2016, 2:25 am 2
ANTANANARIVO, Madagascar (JTA) — A nascent Jewish
Achiya Delouya of Montreal and Rabbi Pinchas Klein of
community was officially born in Madagascar last month
Philadelphia. All three belong to a group of rabbis who
when 121 men, women and children underwent Orthodox
serve far-flung Jewish communities and support
conversions on the remote Indian Ocean island nation
converting emergent Jewish groups.
better known for lemurs, chameleons, dense rain forests
Delouya, whose background is Moroccan, spoke with the
and vanilla.
converts in their second official language, French, and
The conversions, which took place over a 10-day period,
also provided Sephardic influences for which the
were the climax of a process that arose organically five
Madagascar community feel an affinity.
to six years ago when followers of various messianic
Christian sects became disillusioned with their churches
and began to study Torah.
Through self-study and with guidance from Jewish
internet sources and correspondence with rabbis in
Israel, they now pray in Sephardic-accented Hebrew and
strictly observe the Sabbath and holidays.
The conversions were facilitated by Kulanu, a New Yorkbased nonprofit that specializes in supporting isolated
and emerging Jewish communities, but were initiated by
the residents.

“Now that we’ve re-established the State of Israel, it is
time to re-establish the Jewish people, especially in the
Diaspora,” said Bonita Nathan Sussman, vice president of
Kulanu.
Her husband, Rabbi Gerald Sussman of Temple Emanuel
on Staten Island in New York, added: “We are in the
process of reconstituting the Jewish people, which would
have been more numerous had it not been decimated by
the Holocaust and had we not lost millions of Jews in
Arab lands.”
Beginning on May 9, members of the community came
before a beit din, or rabbinical court, convened for the
occasion at the Le Pave Hotel here, the Madagascar
capital. The court comprised three rabbis with Orthodox
ordinations: Rabbi Oizer Neumann of Brooklyn, Rabbi

The conversion process included full-body immersions in
a river located a 90-minute drive away from
Antananarivo, Madagascar’s capital. (Deborah Josefson)
The conversion process included periods of intensive
Torah study, interviews by the beit din and full body
immersions in a river located a 90-minute drive from
Antananarivo. A privacy tent was hastily erected beside
the river for the occasion, and a festive atmosphere
ensued as men, women and children, ranging in age
from 3 to 85, lined up to take the ritual plunge.
Additionally, the Madagascar men, who are already
circumcised, underwent “hatafat dam brit,” or
ritual penile bloodletting, to affirm their new faith.
The 10-day period concluded with 12 Jewish weddings
and a symposium on Madagascar’s Israelite connections
featuring a keynote address by Tudor Parfitt, a British
scholar and expert on the Lost Tribes of Israel.
Indeed, many Malagasies, as the islanders are
known, believe they are of Jewish or Israelite
descent, and that their founders were seafaring
members of the ten Lost Tribes. Belief in the
“Malagasy secret” persists despite evidence that
most Malagasies are of Indonesian and African
origin.
According to local lore, Madagascar is the biblical
land of Ophir and played a pivotal role in providing
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construction materials to King Solomon’s temple.
Many also believe that the Ark of the Covenant and
other ritualistic temple items are buried on the
island.
Even Prince Ndriana Rabarioelina, a descendant of
the Merina monarchy of Madagascar, proudly
asserts Jewish ancestry. He told JTA that up to 80
percent of Malagasies can claim Jewish roots. He
asserts that portions of the tablets, Moses’s rod
and a copy of the Book of Daniel are safeguarded
by descendants of Levites in the VatamasinaVohipeno region of Madagascar.
Additionally, several Merina tombs, including those
of his family, bear Hebrew symbols or letters, he
said.
Nevertheless, evidence of a historic Judaic presence in
Madagascar is scarce, and what signs can be found could
date from the seventh century, when traders from Arab
lands sailed to the island, or the 1500s, when conversos
may have been among the Portuguese sailors who
established trading posts.
Madagascar, a country of 20 million people, is awash
with missionaries. Some 50 percent of the population
practices some form of Christianity, while most of the
other half practices an indigenous animist faith in which
ancestor worship features prominently. Approximately 7
percent of the population is Muslim.
While many Malagasies were brought to Judaism through
study of the Old Testament and a sincere effort to get
closer to God, some see the practice of Judaism as a
return to their roots and an overthrowing of the last
vestiges of colonialism.
“I was a victim of the colonizers, as you know we had the
French here, and then the communists and then the
socialists … so I didn’t have any roots anymore,” said
Mija Rasolo, an actor who hosts his own late night talk
show on Madagascar TV and took the Hebrew name
David Mazal. “So I told myself for now I am going to be
Jewish, because that works for me. I found Judaism. I
found my roots, baruch Hashem … Am Yisrael Chai” – the
people of Israel live.
As residents of Antananarivo began to explore Judaism,
three leaders emerged to guide the nascent community:
Andrianarisao Asarery, known as Ashrey Dayves; Andre
Jacque Rabisisoa, known as Peteola, and Ferdinand Jean
Andriatovomanana, known as Touvya.
Ashrey is a dynamic former pastor and singer who works
as a pastry chef by day and is famous throughout
Madagascar for his television cooking show. His father is
also a famous Malagasy singer. He favors a more liberal
and welcoming version of Judaism, leads a congregation
of about 25, and conducts radio broadcasts on Jewish
topics and religious practices.
Peteola, a computer programmer, conducts Hebrew
language lessons and religious radio broadcasts. He has
a following of about 30 and favors a mystical and
kabbalistic approach to Judaism. He teaches Torah
concepts with Gematria, through which meaning is
derived from the numeric values of Hebrew letters.
Touvya, a self-taught cantor, davens devoutly and sports
peyot, the traditional sidelocks mentioned in Leviticus.
He leads his congregation of 40 in strict observance of
the Torah.
All three have set up makeshift synagogues in their living
rooms, while some prayer services are also held in a

space provided by the English Language Institute.
Services are generally held at Touvya’s house, which is
large enough to accommodate most community
members. Getting there can sometimes be problematic
because not everyone lives within commuting distance of
the home. Most Malagasies do not have cars and rely on
their feet or bush taxi (taxi brousse) for transportation.

The Malagasy Jews’ conversion process included full-body
immersions in a river located a 90-minute drive away
from Antananarivo, Madagascar’s capital. (Deborah
Josefson)

Inevitable congregational differences have also arisen.
The move toward conversion was spearheaded by
Ashrey, who functions as president of the Jewish
Community of Madagascar, which is also known as
Sefarad Madagascar. Ashrey thought conversions would
bring legitimacy to the group as well as greater ties to
world Jewry.
Touvya and Petoula were reluctant at first to accept
conversion. Touvya in particular felt that conversion was
unnecessary because he believed that he was already
Jewish, and did not want or need the validation of an
outsider to confirm it.
Community members dress modestly and strive to keep
kosher in a land lacking the proper infrastructure to do
so. Without a kosher butcher, most will eat only fish,
dairy and vegetable products.
Many observe the practice of niddah, avoiding marital
relations or even touching while a woman is
menstruating.
Only 30 people were originally scheduled to convert
when Kulanu arrived on the scene last month, but the
number ultimately swelled to 121 as family members and
Touvya’s congregation joined in. Kulanu estimates that at
least 100 more potential converts live among the
community.

The conversions are an ironic twist of fate, occurring
around the 76th anniversary of the Madagascar Plan.
Launched by Nazi Germany on June 3, 1941, it was
conceived as an alternative method to achieve the Final
Solution by deporting European Jewry to Vichy-controlled
Madagascar. Most were expected to die en route,
succumb
to
disease
or
be
massacred
without
international oversight. The plan was never implemented.
Instead, decades after the Holocaust took the lives of 6
million European Jews, one pocket of the African nation
has become a place of Jewish rebirth.
[Note the virulent anti-German lies contained in this final
paragraph – ed. AI]

http://www.timesofisrael.com/inremotemadagasc
ar-a-new-community-chooses-to-be-jewish/
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THE FAKE 6 MILLION VS. THE REAL 29 MILLION:
JEWISH LIES, JEWISH CRIMES AND THE COLLAPSE OF THE JEWISH DISCOURSE PARADIGM
By Jonathan Azaziah, JUNE 1, 2016 MADDCOLDSONOFKUFA
Six million; or better yet, The Six Million. You know what that
number, or better yet, that title, that idol-like construct, means.
This is the amount of Jewish deaths at Hitler’s hands during
WW2… so we’re told. The Holocaust, so we’re told; not *A*
holocaust but THE HOLOCAUST, trademarked, registered
trademarked and copyrighted. The greatest crime in the history
of mankind, so we’re told. The Six Million. Gas chambers. Zyklon
B. Ovens. Death camps. Human soap. The Six Million. Shrunken
heads. Lampshades. Nazis, Nazis and more Nazis. Final Solution.
The Six Million. Lather, rinse, repeat. Vomited over and over and
over again from the time we’re in elementary school until we
graduate university. Reinforced by movies, television, radio,
music, plays, novels, newspapers, comics, media and video
games, all of which are written or produced or published or
overseen or owned or all of the above by the same tribe of The
Six Million. Rammed down our throats with such forcefulness
and hate, how it can be considered anything but intellectual
rape and emotional abuse? Beaten with the same buzzwords
and catchphrases like ideological baseball bats until it is
cemented in our brains and we repeat the story as if it’s our own
heritage and history; as if it’s part of the very fabric of our being
and reality.
Subconsciously, we become the gatekeepers of this tale, lashing
out in fury at anyone who dares challenge its accuracy; who
dares challenge what the victors fallaciously wrote in their books
after WW2; who dares reject the “chosenness” of THE HOLY SIX
MILLION. That is, until we realize something of the utmost
profoundness; that The Holocaust and The Six Million are just
that… A story. A tale. A great yarn. And let there be nothing but
clarity on that note: The Holocaust is indeed one of the great
parts of history, but not the greatest CRIME *IN* history.
Rather, it is the greatest PERVERSION *OF* history. Everything
about it, inside and out, front to back, is a lie. A story. A tale. A
yarn. A Jew-yarn! Not a “holocaust” but a holocrock! A
holofraud! A holohoax! And truly, what else are we to expect
from a people who the Holy Qur’an told us would be cursed into
spreading corruption and falsehood throughout this world?
Ayatollah Sayyed Ali Khamenei, our incandescent, guiding and
ever-sagacious Magnetic North, outright and fearlessly calls it a
“myth”. As in mythical. As in nonexistent. Because it’s all
fictional. There were no Six Million. Not only had Organized
Jewry been churning out this number decades before there ever
was a National Socialist Germany, in various incarnations, in
various places, utilizing the number to extract sympathy for
“suffering” Jews from Gentile governments it lobbied ‘round the
world to support Jewish aspirations for a “state” in Palestine, but
the very number itself is demonic, occult-rooted and Kabbalistic,
as it states in the Zohar that SIX MILLION JEWS must perish
before ‘Israel’ can be reestablished. To spew that number as if it
was veracious is not only an affirmation of history’s biggest lie
but an empowerment of the most evil forces our world has ever
known.

There were no Six Million. Even the authorities at Auschwitz,
where we’re told by the Lecherous Leaders of Legerdemain that
4 million Jews died, have altered the number of dead to 1
million, thus burying the Six Million figure and rendering it
historically and numerically inaccurate permanently. And yet,
this revision is still a lie! There were no Six Million. The true
number for the total of Jewish “victims” is more like a few
thousand; tens of thousands at most, all of whom died as a
result of starvation or illness. For they weren’t “victims” of
National Socialist Germany but the Allied Powers who
eviscerated Germany’s supply lines, thus preventing the German
state to get meds and food to its own people as well as its
prisoners of war, not too dissimilar to what we see being done
to the Syrian Arab Republic today.
There were no lampshades, human soap, shrunken heads,
ovens for Jews or homicidal gas chambers. The Zyklon B was in
fact used for delousing, not mass murder. There was no “Final
Solution” either. Even Holocaust “expert” Raul Hilberg, the
world’s premier “authority” on the topic, admitted under oath in
the kangaroo court of the first Ernst Zündel trial in 1985 that
there was no planned genocide against the Jews of Germany,
there was no “Nazi” blueprint for mass extermination, no central
planning of systematic killing by any agency of National
Socialism and no budget designated specifically for the
destruction of European Jewry. Ever heard of “The Book That
Hitler Fears: Germany Must Perish,” a small volume written by a
Jewish businessman and rabid Zionist from New York City
named Theodore N. Kaufman? That’s where you’ll find the Jews’
“Final Solution” for Germany, i.e. the mass genocidal
sterilization of the German people and the subsequent territorial
breakup of Germany as a nation-state through fractionalizing it
into smaller, weaker entities. Jewish projection at its finest,
ladies and gentlemen.
There were no “death camps” but work camps for those traitors
opposing the German state during wartime, who were indeed
overwhelmingly Jewish because of Jews overwhelmingly
sympathizing with the Jewish-Bolshevik-governed Soviet
regime. And within these work camps were swimming pools,
soccer fields, orchestras, movie theaters, saunas, synagogues,
libraries, maternity wards and brothels. Hell of a lot more cozy
than what the Soviets did to their POWs in the gulags and what
the Americans did to the Japanese innocents horded into
internment camps! And for the love of Almighty God, STOP with
the usage of the word “Nazi”. There were no “Nazis” in
Germany. Only National Socialists. “Nazi” is literally an
American-Zionist propaganda term which was invented to
blacklist anyone who opposed US involvement in WW2. It’s no
different than “Assad regime” or “Qadhafi regime” or “terrorist”
when applied to Hizbullah or “freedom fighter” when applied to
the Takfiris currently ravaging our region. If anything, “Nazi”
could be written as ‘nazi, as in a shortened, slang-like term for
the Ashkenazi Jews at the heart of the world’s ruination, but
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still, it is so toxic that even this may invoke echoes of lies that
led to Germany’s destruction and should thus be avoided. The
world’s wealthiest, most influential and most dangerous
oppressors are Jews; the Germans who fought against them
during WW2 were National Socialists, not “Nazis”. Get it right
and knock off the hasbara.
With all of this said, I present you another number for just a
little bit of perspective: 29 million; A REAL NUMBER OF
MARTYRS AND VICTIMS unseen, unheard and forgotten by the
planet. 29 million. Let that sink in. 29 million human beings.
Wiped out by International Jewry and its “shabbos goy” Western
Imperialists as they executed a maniacal, anti-Gentile agenda.
Let us start with Iran, before it was the Islamic Republic: 10
million Iranians starved and sickened to death from 1917-1919
in a famine manufactured by the Rothschild-financed British
Empire. Now to Bengal: 4 million Bengalis starved and sickened
to death from 1943-1944 in a famine also manufactured by the
Rothschild-financed British Empire. Now over to Germany: Over
1 million Germans starved and sickened to death in Americancontrolled DEATH CAMPS, REAL DEATH CAMPS, overseen by
none other than Eisenhower, directly after WW2.
Now to the Congo: At least 10 million Congolese slaughtered in
an ongoing proxy war orchestrated by the diamond-mining,
copper-thieving,
cobalt-extracting
Jewish-‘Israeli’-Zionist
gangster families of Templesman, Oppenheimer, Mendell,
Blattner, Hertzov, Steinmetz and Gertler. And finally, to Iraq.
Tortured, demolished, brutalized Iraq, where 4 million Iraqis
have been slaughtered in a REAL HOLOCAUST–i.e. death by fire
on a mass scale–that has been recurring since 1991. First the
Gulf War, then the US-UN-AIPAC sanctions, then the 2003
invasion, now Takfiri destabilization via Daesh. All acts of
aggression, all Jewish at the root. 29 Million human beings.
Iranian, Bengali, German, Congolese and Iraqi. A mere handful
of International Jewry’s victims over the last several hundred
years, and nobody knows their stories, names, plights,
struggles, agonies or even triumphs in the face of this beast.
Why? Because according to Zioganda, The Six Million outweigh
all of humanity. ENOUGH.
Enough with Jewish exceptionalism and supremacy. Enough with
Pinnacle Jewish Suffering. Enough with self-imposed silence out
of fear of the self-aggrandized “chosen”. Enough with the
demonizing of Germans and Japanese. Enough with the failure
to acknowledge what Berlin and Tokyo did for the world’s
oppressed people who were fighting to shake off the shackles of
British, Dutch and French colonialism–all financed by Jewish
bankers. Enough with the narrative of the victors, who weren’t
merely the Allied Powers led by America but the Jews who would
steal Palestine from the Ummah. Enough of the hasbara.
ENOUGH. And don’t tell us that it isn’t even relevant today when
all the wars plotted by the neocons right up until Syria and Libya
were done so in the name of the Kabbalistic Six Million; when
we can’t talk about the Nakba without the Six Million being
thrown in our faces; when we can’t mention any people
occupied and colonized anywhere in the world without some Jew
somewhere making a false comparison to “Nazi” Germany;
when “activism” is so thoroughly Judaized that you can’t even
breathe without a Jew checking your thought process for
“revisionist tendencies” and then excommunicating you if you
exhibit anything “un-kosher”. To hell with this Orwellianism. To
hell with the Jewish control of our discourse and to hell with the
Holofraud.
For more than seven decades we have lived under the tyranny
of The Six Million, holding our tongues, watching our words and
walking on eggshells. If the “solidarity” activists and the
gatekeepers want to continue on this servile path, let ’em.
These trolls, moles, tools and fools can’t stem the tide of the
global citizenry awakening en bloc to the ills of Judaic
Parasitism.
In honor of the 29 million Iranians, Bengalis, Germans,
Congolese, Iraqis and all Gentiles of all walks of life who have
perished at the hands of the Yahoudlings, aka The Hooks, aka
The Monsters, aka the Synagogue of Satan, aka Earth’s Most
Evil, whether these martyrs were Black or Brown, White or
Olive, Yellow or Red or Mixed, we are declaring an end to this
tyranny. Let us walk with the truth and take a Sledgehammer of
Haqq to the lies of the “chosenites”, in a manner more swift,

brutal and efficient than the way they’ve used their
sledgehammers of falsehood to browbeat us into submission. Let
us avenge our martyrs with our fearlessness. The Holy Prophet
Muhammad (S.A.W.W.) said that the greatest form of Jihad is to
speak truth to an unjust ruler and there is no ruler more unjust
than World Zionism. And don’t even bother with the “Holocaust
Denier” smear because at this point, that’s just something we
chuckle at and embrace wholeheartedly as a badge of honor. For
real. I give the final word to myself in the form of the bars I
penned for my joint “Dead The Dajjal”. Check the shine on the
gem: “9/11 and World War Two are the main tools they utilize
to silence discussion/So I am just gonna decry it in public,
‘cause I will not succumb to the wicked/How can I deny your
“Holocaust” when there wasn’t one to begin with?/”
PREVIOUS POSTUNDERNEATH ANSARULLAH’S BOOTS:
ONLY
PLACE
AL-SAUD
SHOULD
HAVE
IN
OUR
REGIONNEXT POSTJEWS HATE WOMEN: 28 OF 32 JEWESS
MKS BEING SEXUALLY ASSAULTED IS SYMPTOM OF
JUDAISM
***
THOUGHTS:

Tapp JUNE 2, 2016 AT 6:05 AM
Shout it again and again. Silence those Zionist demons.
Zionist Report JUNE 2, 2016 AT 1:55 PM
Indeed! Check out our site @ zionistreport.com
We think you will like it!
And, Mouqawamah Music, would you like to do a traffic
exchange?
Paul JUNE 2, 2016 AT 7:13 AM
70 years ago (((they))) told the West that we had to
fight for our lives, to prevent the Nazis from taking over
the West and the world.
Today, 70 years later , (((they))) tell the West that we
really ought to die off altogether, and we should just
quietly roll over and accept being replaced through
Islamic and third world immigration, to prevent the Nazis
from taking over the West and the world.
“The term “Nazi” (along with “Nazism”) is a political
epithet invented by Konrad Heiden (7 August 1901 – 18
June 1966) during the 1920s as a means of denigrating
the NSDAP and National Socialism. Heiden was a
journalist and member of the Social Democratic Party.
The term is a variant of the nickname that was used in
reference to members of the SDP at the time “Sozi”
(short for Sozialisten). “Nazi” was a political pun, based
upon the Austro-Bavarian slang word for “simpleton” or
“country bumpkin”, and derived from the fairly common
name Ignatz. It would be like saying “nutsy”. So, if for
no other reason, one should easily understand why the
term was regarded as derogatory by the National
Socialists and why they would never use it to describe
themselves. One should also see why it would be used
and popularized by Marxist-Bolshevik agitators and
understand how it was seized upon by various other
political opponents and subversive types, both within
Germany and abroad, including the international media
and political leaders of the western powers. ~
JesterRace21 commentor at:
[Jewish]-German politician Gregor Gysi calls native
Germans “Nazis” and their extinction “fortunate”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riQh4Qpvxm4
*
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frank kodadek JUNE 2, 2016 AT 7:37 AM
the facts is that at the end of war it was found that the total of
joos and other peoples that ended up in the WORK SHOPS
making uniforms,weapons for the war effort amounted to some
600,000 (most of these mixed peoples from all over died of
starvation, typhus) it was then decided that this number was
not high enough and the USA,Russia,Czk,Poland authorities got
together and came to agreement of the today fictitious number
of 6 million. FACT. the USA blew up all of the food aid trucks
going to the “work camps” causing massive starvation.
overcrowding and typhus responsible for most…their was no
gassing as such but delousing on occasion to keep the vermin
down. Their were never any so called gas chambers but one was
built after the war to show all the world. this was the start of the
lies. The bottom line USA,Brit responsible for most death by
blowing up all of the aid trucks going to the “work camps” the
final report is over 600 pages long and can be found in the
archives
of
Canada…here
is
a
shortened
version..
The factual appraisal of deaths in WW2.
Todd Holladay JUNE 8, 2016 AT 3:09 PM
When I discovered the # reduced at Auschwitz ,I immediately
thought of the pictures of people stacked as cord wood.Those
were actually starved surrendered German soldiers.These vile
Jews now have some kind on plan to remove the entire white
european race from the planet.The mass immigration of only
white countries is the plan described by Barbra Spectre a E.U
representative in Sweden explaining how jews will be resented
for their leading role in destroying these countries.She add
Europe resist but will comply because they will not survive
without this multiculturalism .As Israel stands as a state ONLY
for JEWS. The hypocrisy is staggering
.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFE0qAiofMQ
MaddColdSonofKufa JUNE 8, 2016 AT 7:18 PM
I understand your point brother Todd and it is well-taken, as the
Lerner-Spectre plan, or what is also known as the Kalergi Plan
and what I’ve described as “Oded Yinon Europe”, is an
important, malicious Judaic scheme that must be exposed and
thwarted. But there is a clarification that needs to be made:
‘Israel’ is not a “state”. It is a cancerous entity which threatens
not only Palestine itself and the entire Arab-Islamic world but
the globe as a whole. It’s a tiresome White nationalist/European
nationalist talking point that “why does ‘Israel’ get to be Jewsonly but Euro nations can’t be Whites-only”?! ‘Israel’
SHOULDN’T get to be Jews-only because ‘Israel’ shouldn’t exist
and Palestine should be restored in its place. And while this
slow-drip scheme is being implemented in Europe to wipe out
indigenous European culture and heritage and replace it with a
consumeristic, Judaized hodgepodge of hedonism and
manufactured multiculturalism, there is an actual, direct,
ongoing Zionist-Imperialist attempt to wipe out the peoples of
the Arab-Islamic world, namely Syria, Iraq and Yemen. This is
something carried out on behalf of the cancerous Jewish
supremacist regime by the UK, the US, France, Germany–i.e.
“White” states–NATO Turkey and the GCC. It is the destruction
of these Arab-Islamic nations (and others) that have created the
“refugee crisis” which is sending asylum-seekers into European
lands. There is no Lerner-Spectre Plan without the Jewish serial
wars destroying the “Middle East”. This a symbiosis if there ever
was one. So we need to get together, as Arabs/Muslims of the
Diaspora and Europeans (be you Christian or Pagan), and fight
the monsters on both fronts: Oded Yinon “Middle East” and
Oded Yinon Europe. Nothing and no one but our common enemy
benefits from our division.
Nancy JUNE 2, 2016 AT 9:18 AM
How could you leave out the 4 million victims of the Holodomor
that were starved to death. An oversight I guess. Otherwise -a
brilliant piece. Thanks-you.
MaddColdSonofKufa JUNE 2, 2016 AT 7:55 PM
Salaams and blessings sister Nancy and thank you for your kind
words. I am reposting my reply to brother Isaac because he
raised the same point; this wasn’t an oversight at all: Just to
clarify, I did not “forget” the horrors of the Holodomor or the
Armenian Genocide, nor did I “forget” the mass murder in
Algeria, Madagascar, Afghanistan, the Latin American Dirty
Wars, what the Yahoudlings did to Hungary, etc., etc., etc. I

have spoken about all of this madness and much more
previously, in articles as well as radio. Here is one
:http://www.maskofzion.com/2012/02/accusation-of-antisemitism-i-zionism.html And
here
is
another:http://mouqawamahmusic.net/the-armenian-genocidewhose-fault-the-jews-fault/ I simply did not mention these
atrocities this time around because if I started, I never would’ve
stopped, for the monsters’ laundry list of crimes is too large for
a piece this size. So instead, I shed light on just five of the
major genocides caused by the monsters that are rarely ever
discussed even among folk in our own ranks. Anyway, shukran
for reading and much respect.
Kolo JUNE 2, 2016 AT 10:15 AM
Thanks again JA
Masterful
5 dancing shlomos JUNE 2, 2016 AT 10:47 AM
problem for jews, jewry is to find something that is true in their
demented little world
Noor JUNE 2, 2016 AT 12:16 PM
As always, Jonathan, absolutely brilliant fiery inspiring prose.
And, of course, all 100% true even if not kosher in the least.
One of the first Muslims I ever knew, decades ago, truly one of
the wisest men I ever met and who influenced me very deeply,
spoke many many languages; he once told me how each
language he spoke inspired him in a different manner. Spanish,
he said, was for fiery rhetoric and political motivation, so
inspirational and strong ~ “the language of revolution” he called
it. I can only deduce, Professor Azaziah, that you have a
Spanish gene in there somewhere!
MaddColdSonofKufa JUNE 2, 2016 AT 7:56 PM
Hahahahah. God knows best sister, maybe when Islamic Spain
still ruled in salaam, some of my Iraqi descendants made the
trek to Cordoba and married some locals :p
Alan Newton JUNE 2, 2016 AT 2:57 PM
Excellent rant! Magnifique!
As a boy in school in the 60s, I remember hearing of the four
million jews that Hitler personally exterminated. Then I went
through 40 to 50 years of working jobs, marrying, raising
children, making Mercedes payments for members of the AMA,
ADA and the parasite ‘bankster cabal’ and being financially bled
to death by parasite corporations, until I came out on the other
side; 60 years old, unemployed, no fortune, and relegated to my
back porch to begin to read about how we got to where we are.
And I started running into this 6 million number, and I thought
WTF?, am I losing it? Then it dawned on me; inflation. The four
million from WW2 had inflated to six million. And of course, that
was necessary to continue to blood suck the reparations from
the innocent Germans and Europeans that are sending their jew
payments to the vulgar bankster cabal.
I agree, Jonathan Azaziah; enough is enough. Time to once
again through the parasite money changing jews out of the
Temple of God, of which we are. Well done, Sir! Well done,
indeed!
Anarchist JUNE 2, 2016 AT 5:23 PM
If a country were hell-bent on genocide, WHY WOULD THEY
KEEP RECORDS?? WHY would they build “camps” hundreds (if
not thousands) of miles away with sanitary facilities, housing,
recreational, medical and other ancillary facilities. Would it not
have been easier to just “eliminate” them without going through
all of this trouble? The jewish communist Bolsheviks did just
that with the non-communist civilian populations of the
conquered countries in the communist orbit.
Something BIG “stinks” in this whole jewish “holocaust ™” deal.
It is no secret that jewish Zionists made “deals” with the Nazis
in order to make life “uncomfortable” for jewish Germans.
The establishment of a “homeland” was a Zionist “dream” since
the 1800s. What better way to encourage “emigration” to a
barren land than to make things difficult for the “cream of
German society” (jews)?? The TRUTH about the so-called jewish
“holocaust ™” is out . . .
The so-called jewish “holocaust ™” has been turned into a defacto “religion” in which no deviation from orthodoxy is
permitted. In fact, in most European countries, independent
investigation into jewish “holocaust ™” truths is strictly
forbidden under pain of fines and imprisonment. In the USA,
things are not quite as bad, only job loss and personal and
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professional destruction at the hands of those of the “tribe” that
FEAR the real truth of the jewish “holocaust ™” being exposed is
evident.
The truth about this minor event in human history will change
much of the world’s perception about those that are using this
event as a “cash cow” that “keeps on giving”. . . “there’s NO
business like “SHOAH business”.
Jewish complicity in this event is carefully “covered up”.
It is curious to note that jewish interests will hunt down and
imprison a 90 plus year-old German “camp guard” while looking
the other way when their “own kind” was involved in truly brutal
actions. Camp “capos” and “sonderkommandos” (who were
primarily jewish) come to mind. Not one of these jewish
“collaborators” has been brought to (jewish) justice. I guess
blood is thicker than water.
A good example of present-day censorship is the fate that
awaits those that dare question “official” jewish “holocaust”
orthodoxy. Most European countries have criminalized ANY line
of thought that deviates from the “official” jewish “holocaust”
story. WHY?? In fact, TRUTH is no defense when it comes to “all
things holocaust”.
Ask noted WW2 researcher David Irving, who was forced to
recant TRUTH in order to avoid punishment. . .
If people only knew of the planning that took place (among
those of the “chosen”) to engineer the jewish “holocaust”, there
would be a pogrom of massive size. You see, the jewish
“holocaust” was necessary in order to force the establishment of
a jewish state. In this case, the ENDS justified the MEANS.
There have been many “holocausts” of much greater misery
throughout human history, yet the jewish “holocaust” is the only
one that counts . . .
Most jews will never be satisfied with knowing that those that
commit evil deeds on earth in this lifetime will pay for it in the
next life . . . they have taken vengeance from the Creator and
appointed themselves the exacter of vengeance (in contradiction
to mosaic law but not their anti-gentile talmud).
Most jews are vengeful people that will never pass up a chance
to “make a buck” by screwing a gentile (goyim) out of money or
property. jews were hated in Germany for taking advantage of
the non-jew Germans between the two world wars. The average
German did not have a pot to piss in while his wealthy jewish
neighbor was trading food for land . . . taking advantage of the
jewish bankster situation in Germany.
Look at the “commercialization” of the so-called jewish
“holocaust ™” while the much larger communist (true) holocaust
is conveniently forgotten. To assure a continuing supply of
jewish “holocaust ™” “survivors”, jews are tattooing their ATM
(oops, I mean “camp” numbers) on their children and
grandchildren.Since the jews declared war on Germany in 1933
(yes, 1933), the Germans had no choice but to complete the
Zionist plan of marginalizing German jews (to say the least)..
This fulfilled the Zionist plan of forcing German jews to emigrate
to Palestine while making the world grant jews a “homeland” –
Israel.
Zionists have been predicting a jewish “homeland” for the last
two-hundred years while predicting a “holocaust ™” of 6 million
for the same amount of time. The ACTUAL number of noncombatant deaths in the European theater of operations is
approximately 731,000, NOT 6 million (official International Red
Cross figures).
Regarding that “holocaust ™” “showplace” Auschwitz, there are
engineering inconsistencies in the design of the so-called “gas
chambers”. The doors are not of a gas-tight design; it would
have been impossible to retrieve the bodies, and there is no
means to ventilate the rooms after the so-called “gassing” took
place”. From an engineering standpoint, these are very serious
errors that would have caused the deaths of the “operators” of
these supposed “gas chambers”.
American execution expert, Fred Leuchter travelled to
Auschwitz, surreptitiously obtained samples from the purported
“gas chambers”, had them tested and published his results. The
absence of methylene blue in ALL of the samples, save one, was
PROOF that the “gas chambers” did not exist. The one positive
sample was taken from a room used to disinfect clothing.
Mr. Leuchter was rewarded for his search for TRUTH by his
professional and personal character assassination by those of

the “tribe”. He lost all of his federal and state contracts, and was
prosecuted under an obscure Massachusetts “law” for “practicing
engineering without a license” – a law which had never been
used before or since. . .
It is no secret that after WW2, the Soviets attempted to “create”
the “death camps” for propaganda purposes.
The engineering inconsistencies proves that these “death
camps” were recreated for communist propaganda purposes.
Germans were excellent engineers, and as such, would not have
made the engineering “mistakes” that are evident.
Yes, there was extreme deprivation and suffering–many people
perished. However, the prime cause of death was typhus. As
allied bombings destroyed most of the infrastructure, typhus
was at epidemic levels. THIS is what caused the massive
amounts of human deaths . . .NOT gassing.
After the end of WW2, these same “camps” were used to intern
German civilians. These German civilians were subject to much
greater deprivation and suffering than the previous “occupants”
of these “camps”. In fact, jews were controlling these camps, at
the behest of the Allied forces, and were vicious in their
treatment of those interned. In fact, the German civilians
interned were defined as “disarmed enemy combatants” despite
being civilians, so that Geneva Convention rules would not apply
to them.
In fact, it was JEWS that ran the internment camps after WW2. I
guess vengeance was theirs, as the Germans made the jews
WORK (manual labor in the camps) for the first time in their
lives.
Isaac JUNE 2, 2016 AT 6:01 PM
Jonathan Azaziah is my hero. You bring more light into the dark
of this tunnel of Jewish lies. We need to make more and more
people aware of these facts.
Just one thing. You forgot to mention the Armenian Genocide
made by the Turks and directed by the Jews.
Also the Ukrainian genocide where the Jew Bolsheviks starved
more than 7 million Christians.
The Gulag, where the Jews murdered 60 million Christian
Russians in Siberia Russia under the Jews: Stalin, Lenin, Trotski,
and the Generals Genrik Yagoda, Lazard Kaganovik etc,,,
The Jews have been responsible for at least 179 million people
in the last century, not counting the Palestinian genocide.
Thank you. I love your writings.
MaddColdSonofKufa JUNE 2, 2016 AT 7:53 PM
Salaams and blessings brother Issac and thank you for your
kind words. Just to clarify, I did not “forget” the horrors of the
Holodomor or the Armenian Genocide, nor did I “forget” the
mass murder in Algeria, Madagascar, Afghanistan, the Latin
American Dirty Wars, what the Yahoudlings did to Hungary, etc.,
etc., etc. I have spoken about all of this madness and much
more previously, in articles as well as radio. Here is
one:http://www.maskofzion.com/2012/02/accusation-of-antisemitism-i-zionism.html And
Here
is
another:http://mouqawamahmusic.net/the-armenian-genocidewhose-fault-the-jews-fault/ I simply did not mention these
atrocities this time around because if I started, I never would’ve
stopped, for the monsters’ laundry list of crimes is too large for
a piece this size. So instead, I shed light on just five of the
major genocides caused by the monsters that are rarely ever
discussed even among folk in our own ranks. Anyway, shukran
for reading and much respect.
Tapp JUNE 2, 2016 AT 8:04 PM
Jonathan,
Ben Gurion aka Grun commissioned the Mossad to hunt down
and bring Eichmann back to Israel to “stand trial” for all those
murders that he committed. Eichmann said at his trial he was
innocent of these crimes. Ben Gurion used this whole charade as
a means to further the cause of Israel. Recall the words: “by
way of deceit thou shalt make war”.
Rudi JUNE 3, 2016 AT 12:00 AM
Taking power from the Jew
June 2, 2016
This statement in regard to Gilad Atzmon lecturing to non-jews
about jews while maintaining his anti German bullshit got me a
24 hour no-post ban from facebook. As you can see I said
nothing of a derogatory nature, in fact I thanked them. I have
been saying this whenever people post some article or other
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written by a jew. I became tired of hearing them lecture gentiles
in every publication and on every medium. I finally realized that
we need to ignore them, as they are not our friends. They are
saying things that have become obvious and where their denials
have become ineffective. The purpose for their articles is to
infiltrate into our good graces and discover how much more we
are learning and to then write articles as if they agree while
trying to backstop those things the majority have still not
grasped. Here is what I wrote:
Only took everybody five+ years to discover this…? I keep
saying the same thing – ALL jews are irrelevant, at this stage
most certainly. I thank those jews who reveal their deeper
secrets and occult revelations but until they start lecturing their
own I sure don’t want to hear anything more from them other
than their plans which threaten us. I sure as hell want no more
lectures from them directed at gentiles.
And this is facebook’s ‘automated’ censor code.
You’re Temporarily Blocked From Posting
This temporary block will last 24 hours, and you won’t be able to
post on Facebook until it’s finished.
Please keep in mind that people who repeatedly post things that
aren’t allowed on Facebook may have their accounts
permanently disabled.
If you review my words you will see the power that is contained
in the idea behind the words. Ignore the jews trying to stand by
us. Ignore the jews that rail against us. Ignore the jews that
lecture us. You see, if there is anything the jews hate more than
anything else it is to be ignored. Ignore them then, shun them
then, avoid them then and do not listen to them any longer.
That means Noam Chomsky, Gilad Atzmon, Brother Nathaniel
and every other jew who presumes to lecture gentiles.
Let them lecture their own.
You want power to stop them? Then this is it.
MaddColdSonofKufa JUNE 3, 2016 AT 3:25 PM
Brother Rudi, I understand where you’re coming from but I don’t
agree with you at all. We can’t ignore the Yahoud “standing by
us” because, in our view, there are no Jews “standing by us” but
attempting to control our discourse and misdirect the gullible
among us to such a great extent that they become servants of
the Yahoud. We can’t ignore people trying to hurt us, subvert us
and control us. This is like someone coming into your home to
rob you and you just let him do so. Invaders among us must be

uprooted and invaders outside of our walls must be exposed so
they never make it in. With all of that said, I do concur with you
10000000000% that the likes of the persons you mentioned
should be left within their own tribe to wake them up if they are
indeed genuine instead of piggybacking on Gentiles to sustain
their odd, disjointed lives. Keep up the good fight and know
you’re always welcome here.
Rudi JUNE 3, 2016 AT 4:14 PM
I didn’t say ignore their actions. I said ignore them, particularly
when they lecture us. I did not say ignore those among us
either, those who carry water for the jews, those who do come
into our house, those who help the jews steal from us. I guess I
was not clear enough.
Tapp JUNE 4, 2016 AT 6:26 AM
Chomsky I can understand but Bro Nathaniel? Plz explain thx
Rudi JUNE 4, 2016 AT 9:00 AM
Is brother Nathaniel telling you anything new? Are his rants
directed at jews? Is he standing in front of a synagogue ranting
at his former brethren?
Greed hater JUNE 3, 2016 AT 10:32 PM
Great article, really a masterpiece! I used to believe the crap
about needing to support Israel because they’re the “chosen
people” until I became one of many victims of Israelite greed
where thousands of young post-IDFers come to the U.S. every
year posing as skin care consultants, then troll from mall to
mall, set up kiosks, then with a mouthful of lies and
manipulation, cunningly cheat and rob unsuspecting customers,
promising that they’re opening a spa there and you’ll have free
refills. Lies, all of it lies. Then they add on hundreds or even a
thousand to the bill and hope you won’t notice. If you try to
have them correct the “error” they pretend their registers don’t
do refunds and give a bogus customer service contact, which is
a dead end. Long story, short, these greedy Israelite con artists
then take all the money they’ve robbed people of and go back to
IsraHELL and get nice cars, apartments, travel, pay for college,
all at the expense of us sucker American goyim! And this
egregious fraud goes on because consumer rights here are a
joke. I’ve learned that the chance of meeting an honest Jew is
about the same as winning the lottery. What a despicable bunch
of people addicted to GREED and willing to do anything to
satisfy their lust for money.

___________________________________________________

Larry Pickering
Hits the Mark Again!

And the Penalty for “Treason” is?

When our feminists ignore the genital mutilation, oppression of
women, rape of little children of both sexes, we have a problem.
When our Politicians condemn an elected member of the Dutch
Parliament for coming to Australia to speak his views, we have a
problem.
When Australians are callously murdered in cold blood by
immigrants of any Nationality, Religion or Race and our
Government offers sympathy to the family of the perpetrator of
the crime before offering sympathy to the family of the victim
then we have a problem.
When Australians are living below the poverty line and have
nowhere to live while immigrants of any Nationality, Religion or
Race are prioritised, then we have a problem.
When 16.000 English speaking skilled professional workers are
refused visas and 12,000 uneducated, non-English speaking
refugees are accepted, then guess what, we have a problem.
When Australians are called racists and bigots for speaking out
about their concerns about the above, then again, we as a
Nation have a problem.
When people prefer to debate the best bachelor or best
contestant on X Factor to debating our Nation’s future, our
children’s future and our grandchildren’s future – well you got it,
we have a problem.
When our news is censored and we have to delve in to the
internet to find out what is happening in the world and in our
own country, dare I say, we have a problem.

The one thing that sets Australia apart from almost any other
Nation on Earth is the Aussie spirit. It can be seen as a she’ll be
right mate attitude that suggests apathy; or she’ll be right mate
because we will take care of it.
I went and saw Bridge of Lies yesterday and it is well worth the
watch.
The Berlin Wall was put up to separate two different Political
views. It was a physical wall. Today, we have a wall being built
in Australia. It is not made of bricks and mortar. It is made of
censorship, Political Correctness and insidious manipulation
through media control, Acts of Parliament and Social media
trolls. There is no razor wire, no watch towers. Just the ability to
call someone a racist.
I am reminded of the words in the old childhood saying: Sticks
and Stones may break my bones but words will never hurt me.
Well, today, apparently words can hurt you, but only if you live
on the side of the wall that our Government and Politicians have
elected as the “right” side of the wall.
No longer are people in Australia even able to scale a wall.
Bullets are not needed. To shoot us down, all that is needed is
to call us racists or bigots.
I am hoping that the Aussie “She’ll be right mate” translates to
“don’t worry, we will take care of it” and rise up and say that
this is our country.
Many of us came from convict backgrounds, sent in to exile for
stealing a coat or a loaf of bread or a silver spoon.
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Some came for murder and robbery or prostitution. Tough
people.
Many came from China to work on the Gold Fields.
Some came from Italy to work on the Snowy Mountain scheme.
Many of us came to Australia as ‘ten pound poms.’
Some came from Hungary during the Revolution.
Some came from Vietnam during the Vietnam War.
But they came for a chance to work and start a new life. And
they worked hard.
The Greeks, Serbs, and Irish, so many more that it would be
impossible to name.
There were no hand-outs, no privileges offered.
These people were given a chance to start a new life, in
Australia, to become Australians.
And Australians they became.
They learned English and embraced our country while offering
the gift of their skills, food and culture and music.

We accepted that gift and sat together at the same table and
laughed and drank their wine, ate their food, danced to their
music and married and loved their people. As they did us.
I have spoken with friends from Hungarian, Italian, etcetera,
backgrounds and while they embrace and celebrate their roots,
they consider themselves Australian.
The common denominator with this terrible situation that we
find ourselves in is that our current immigrant population do not
want to embrace our culture but to destroy it.
They do not want to learn our language, but to annihilate it.
They do not want to work but to get us to work for them.
Friends, this is not a Refugee crisis. This is a self imposed
Australian Crisis. I fear that it will be too late if something does
not happen while we still have enough Aussies left.
Larry Pickering

_________________________________________________
Europe To Send Conspiracy Theorists To ‘Reeducation Camps’
Published: June 2, 2016Source: Your News Wire
According to section 7 of the European Framework National
Statute For The Promotion Of Tolerance:

Citizens in Europe who break new “hate speech” rules on
the internet, including those who spread conspiracy
theories online, will be forced to attend ‘reeducation
camps’.
Juveniles convicted of committing crimes listed in paragraph
(a) will
be
required
to
undergo
a
rehabilitation
programme designed to instill in them a culture of tolerance.
The full section reads:
Section 7. Penal Sanctions
(a) The following acts will be regarded as criminal
offences punishable as aggravated crimes:
(i) Hate crimes as defined in Section 1(c).
(ii) Incitement to violence against a group as defined in Section
1(a).
(iii) Group libel as defined in Section 1(b).
(iv)Overt approval of a totalitarian ideology, xenophobia or antiSemitism.
(v) Public approval or denial of the Holocaust.
(vi) Public approval or denial of any other act of genocide the
existence of which has been determined by an international
criminal court or tribunal.

(b)Juveniles convicted of committing crimes listed in paragraph
(a) will
be
required
to
undergo
a
rehabilitation
programme designed to instill in them a culture of tolerance.
(iv) Overt approval of a totalitarian ideology, xenophobia or
anti-Semitism.
(v) Public approval or denial of the Holocaust.
News of the reeducation camps comes after U.S. internet giants
Facebook, Twitter, Google, and Microsoft promised to tackle
online counter-narratives and hate speech as part of a joint
commitment with the EU Commission.
Bloomberg.com reports:
Beyond national laws that criminalize hate speech, there is a
need to ensure such activity by Internet users is “expeditiously
reviewed by online intermediaries and social media platforms,
upon receipt of a valid notification, in an appropriate timeframe,” the companies and the European Commission said in a
joint statement on Tuesday.
A French Jewish youth group, UEJF, sued Twitter, Facebook and
Google in Paris this month over how they monitor hate speech
on the web.
In the course of about six weeks in April and May, members of
French anti-discrimination groups flagged unambiguous hate
speech that they said promoted racism, homophobia or antiSemitism.
More than 90 percent of the posts pointed out to Twitter and
YouTube remained online within 15 days on average following
requests for removal, according to the study by UEJF, SOS
Racism and SOS Homophobia.
http://www.blacklistednews.com/Europe_To_Send_Cons
piracy_Theorists_To_%E2%80%98Reeducation_Camps
%E2%80%99/51617/0/38/38/Y/M.html

___________________________________________________

Young German students are taught how to be mothers – with “brown” babies!?
So jung und schon Mama?

In Syke wird bei 15-jährigen Realschülerinnen das Muttersein
eingeübt wie seit BDM-Zeiten nicht mehr! Grossartige Idee.
Endlich dürfen junge Frauen wieder ihre seit der Nazizeit
verbotenen Muttergefühle ausleben und müssen nicht ständig
Karrieren und Mobbingaktionen planen! Ach Göttchen, wie süss
doch diese Kinderlein sind.
Nur eins wundert mich: Warum haben alle Puppen-Babys dunkle
bis schwarze Haut und haben Negerpsychiognomien ? Warum
sind alle pigmentiert? Politisch aber auch nicht ganz korrekt.
Gemäss den Vorgaben des EU-Vaters Coudenhove-Kalergi fehlt
hier das asiatische Element und es ist keine weisse Puppe dabei.
Sollen die Mädchen dazu gebracht werden, sich ausschliesslich
mit den vorhandenen jungen schwarz pigmentierten syrischen
und Afro-Männern zu paaren?
Oder ist das ein Signalfoto, das zeigen soll, daß von "Oben"
keine deutschen Kinder mehr erwünscht sind? Ist das der

Auftakt für eine massenhafte Umerziehung zur Züchtung einer
neuen hellbraunen Mischrasse, wie von Lanz v. Liebenfels in
den Ostara-Heften vor 100 Jahren vorhergesehen?

Die
gleiche
Idee
einer
braun-gelb-schwarz-weissen
Bastardenrasse hatte allerdings auch Graf Coudenhove Kalergi,
der aber in seinen Büchern noch ein Schäuferl nachlegte:
Dieses bewusst dumm gehaltene Sklavenvolk (und noch
dümmer als der gegenwärtige homo sapiens) möge dann
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Gottgegeben von der Adelsrasse der Juden regiert werden. Ob
der u.a auch von jüdischen Genen geleitete Coudenhove-Kalergi
wohl schon 1925 geahnt hatte, dass seit 1945 alle seine
Wünsche in Erfüllung gehen werden? Völlig konträre
Vorstellungen von einem neuen Europa soll der „Adelige“ Lanz v.
Liebenfels gehabt haben. Der eine träumte von einem Mischvolk
(und hat sichtlich Erfolg damit) , der andere von einem blonden
blauäugigen Herrenvolk – und scheiterte , obwohl ebenfalls
jüdischer Abstammung. Die Kalergi-Version jedoch konnte sich
nicht nur durchsetzen, sondern wird (bzw. muss) von der
herrschenden Machtelite schon von Jugendauf gefördert werden.
Am besten schon im Kindergarten.
Lanz v. Liebenfels vertrat damals (1905?) mit seinen
Ostara
Hefte
angeblich
auch
die
„rassistischnationalistische“ Idee eines späteren Hitlers. Daher wird
Lanz v. Liebenfels von allen Medien auch als Vorläufer des
rassistischen Nazismus verteufelt, Diese Version hat aber
als Ganzes einen riesigen Pferdefuss. Liebenfels war
erstens nicht sein richtiger Name (er hiess angeblich
Adolf Lanz) und er war auch nicht adelig, sondern
jüdischer Abstammung.
Wir auch immer, aus dem Artikel ist nicht klar erkennbar
welches Geschlecht diese Unisex Puppen-Zombies besitzen. Die
15-jährigen multikulti Mädels müssen doch auch lernen welche
sexuellen Bedürfnisse in diesen Puppen gefördert werden
müssen. Dank des eingebauten Mikro, Lautsprechers und
vermutlich auch Webcam können wahrscheinlich sogar heftige
Orgasmen simuliert werden.
Und überhaupt, warum nur Mädels. Auch 15-jährige Burschen
haben das Recht mit der Baby-Vagina zu spielen und sie zu
stimulieren. Der politische Trend geht ja bekanntlich in
Richtung sexlos, aber vordergründig angestrebt wird ja
bekanntlich eine neue Generation von Lebewesen,
die
quadruple gender. Wohl die Vorstufe bis man das Sklavenvolk
zur Gänze in Gen-Labors klonen kann. Ob diesen pigmentierten
Puppen je nach Wunsch, Laune und politischen Auftrag der
Organisatoren jederzeit Brüste, Penis, Vaginas und Gebärmutter
ausgetauscht werden können?
Syke in Niedersachsen (von Frank Jaursch)
http://www.kreiszeitung.de/lokales/diepholz/sykeort44535/jung
-schon-mama-6459103.html
Argwöhnisch blickt der ältere Herr das Mädchen an, das gerade
den Bus besteigen möchte. Sie trägt ein kleines Bündel auf dem
Arm. So jung und schon Mama? „Er hat mich gefragt, wie alt ich
denn wäre“, schildert Zoé ihre Begegnung vom Vortag. Die 15Jährige klärte den Fremden sofort auf: Das sei kein Baby auf
ihrem Arm, sondern nur eine Puppe. Oder genauer: ein BabySimulator.
Acht Realschülerinnen haben seit Donnerstag Nachwuchs „auf
Zeit“: Die Mädchen aus den neunten Klassen kümmern sich bis
Montag um die lebensgroßen Puppen, die computergesteuert
den
Tagesablauf
eines
Säuglings
simulieren.
Bereits zum vierten Mal nimmt die Realschule an dem Angebot
des Landkreises teil. Sozialpädagogin Brunhilde Maskos und
Lehrerin Gaby Flor begleiten das Projekt, das bei den
Neuntklässlern sehr beliebt ist. Die Zahl der Bewerber für einen
Posten als Mama (oder Papa) auf Zeit übersteigt immer die Zahl
der freien Plätze. Ein klarer Beweis wie weit die totale
Verblödung der deutschen Jugend bereits fortgeschritten ist.
Genau nach dem Motto: Man kann nie früh genug damit
beginnen. In dem Bericht wird aber klarerweise ein Tabuthema
nicht
behandelt, denn
sexuelle
Stimulationen
anderer
Geschlechter werden bereits im Kindergarten geübt. Wer die
technischen Fähigkeiten besitzt, lebensnahe computergesteuerte
Roboterpuppen zu entwickeln, wird auch an die Möglichkeit von
Orgasmen gedacht haben.

Diesmal scheint es die richtigen Schülerinnen getroffen zu
haben: Eine „extrem tolle Gruppe“ sei das, lobt Maskos. „Sie
sind sehr reflektiert, machen toll mit.“ Ob die Mädchen
untereinander auch ihre Erfahrungen austauschen: Mein „Luke“
hatte
gestern
sogar
drei
Ergüsse
Und sie gehen liebevoll mit ihren Babys um. Auch wenn die
ihnen
die
Nachtruhe
kaputtgemacht
haben.
Nein,
durchgeschlafen hat die Nacht keiner, bestätigen sie lachend.
„Die haben alle um zwei angefangen zu schreien.“
Ein Chip am Handgelenk identifiziert die „richtige“ Mama, alle
ihre Aktivitäten werden aufgezeichnet und am Ende
ausgewertet. Vor dem Beginn des Experiments hat sich die
Gruppe intensiv mit dem Thema beschäftigt, einen Film
gesehen, sich erst einmal theoretisch mit dem Baby beschäftigt.
Warum schreit ein Kind? Was kann und muss man tun? Was gibt
es zu beachten?
Am Donnerstag erhielt jede Schülerin ihren sieben Pfund
schweren Nachwuchs. Einige haben zuvor schon mal ein echtes
Baby im Arm gehabt, doch bei einem Neugeborenen ist es
„schon ein bisschen schwierig mit dem Kopf“, räumt Lea ein.
Das Köpfchen muss eben immer mit der Hand gestützt werden.
Aber nach einem Tag sieht das bei den meisten schon ganz gut
aus.
Was geht in den Jugendlichen vor, wen sie mit ihrem
elektronischen Anhängsel gesehen werden? Eine „komische
Mischung“ aus Stolz und Peinlichkeit, sagt Neele. Schon nach
wenigen Stunden setzt eine Bindung zu dem kleinen Begleiter
ein.
Die Babys haben auch richtige Namen verpasst bekommen. Und
wenn Luke oder Chris Ryan nach vier Tagen wieder abgegeben
werden müssen und wieder zu namenlosen Baby-Simulatoren
werden, könnte es durchaus emotional werden: Brunhilde
Maskos hat in der Vergangenheit schon das öfteren erlebt, dass
die Tennung sichtlich schwer fiel.
Marie ist dankbar für die Möglichkeit, selbst zu erfahren, ob man
verantwortungsvoll mit einem Baby umgehen würde. Diana sieht
es als gute Vorbereitung für die Zeit, wenn die echten Kinder
kommen. Denn eines haben alle acht Mädchen gemeinsam: den
Wunsch nach eigenen Kindern. Zwei sollen es werden bei den
meisten.
Und
nach
ihrer
Baby-Erfahrung
mit
ihrem
elektronischen Baby ist Stephanie „auch nicht traurig, wenn es
drei werden“.
Die beiden „Pädagoginnen“ haben die Mädchen gründlich auf
das Vorhaben vorbereitet. Unter anderem mit einem Besuch bei
pro familia, wo es auch um das Thema Sexualität ging. Wie das?
Gelebte Sexualität mit Computer-Puppen? Das Programm rund
um die Geburt und die Mutterschaft arbeiteten die
Betreuerinnen und die Mädchen spielerisch als Quiz ab.
Bemerkenswert ist, dass es in den Jahren davor noch
vorwiegend „weisse“ Puppen zum Einsatz kamen.
Negerpuppen waren die seltene Ausnahme. Da haben wohl die
Grünen "please ficki-ficki" Gutmenschen an der politisch
korrekten Schraube gedreht. Und in den nächsten Jahren
werden sicher auch noch indische, pakistanische und Japanische
Puppen dazukommen. Man kann mit der geistigen Umerziehung
nicht früh genug beginnen. Durchaus vorstellbar dass eines
Tages im Chemieunterricht die Mädels sich ihre Traumpartner
(muss ja nicht ein Mann sein) im Reagenzglas selbst
zusammenmischen können.
Wie schnell sich sogar die Farbe der neudeutschen Babypuppen
im Laufe der Jahre ins Schwarze verändern können. Logisch,
dass dies auf heimtückische Weise von „Oben“ gesteuert wird
wo man von Jugend auf (Kindergarten) die Hirne des
Nachwuchses
systematisch
verblödet.
Aber dazu gehören immer zwei: Die Täter und die Dulder.
Welchen IQ die Eltern dieser Mädchen wohl haben?
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Für die hirnlos gewordene 15-Jährige Generation sind diese
Spiele sogar lustig. Man sollte aber auch die Rolle und
Charakter der Hauptverantwortlichen,
Brunhilde Maskos,
genauer analysieren. Diese Projekte sind staatlich gefördert und
geplant, und man muss sich fragen, was sind das für komische
„Deutsche“ die sich dafür zur Verfügung stellen? Mit „Please
rape us“ Transparente durch die Lande ziehen, ist eine
persönliche, wenn auch eine hirnrissige Meinung der weiblichen
Grün-Gutmenschen,
aber
sich
als
Projektleiterin
von
volksvernichtenden und volksverblödenden
Aktionen zur
Verfügung zu stellen?

Schwarze Puppen waren früher noch die Minderheit ...

Gemeinsam an der Realschule gegen Ausgrenzung und Gewalt
aktiv (von vorn): Brunhilde Maskos, Renate Bühn, Helge
Johannsen und Jan-Henning Göttsche. Ein Blick auf dieses
Visagen der Multikultipropagandisten und grünen Gutmenschen
besagt eigentlich schon alles.
Dieses Volk, diese Nation, diese Hochkultur ist unrettbar und
unwiderruflich dem Untergang geweiht.

___________________________________________________________________________________________

David Brooks: What's the big idea?
His theories on society were fashionable 200 years ago, so why are British politicians such fans
of this New York Times columnist's new book?

David Brooks: 'You have to get beyond treating people as
rational machines who respond to the economic
incentives.’ Photograph: David Levene for the Guardian
When David Brooks was a boy, he had two turtles named
Gladstone and Disraeli. How come? "There's a New York Jewish
culture that has a saying 'Think Yiddish, act British'," says
Brooks. "My background was filled with Anglophile Jews. Jews of
a certain generation, really my grandfathers' generation, gave
each other names they thought would help them fit in – Irving,
Sydney, Milton and Norman – and now in the US those are not
English names any more, they're Jewish names. And I was
brought up in that culture. Hence the turtles."
Hence much more than that. Brooks, though a 49-year-old
Canadian-born, suburban New York-raised, Chicago universityeducated and now so much of a stellar New York Times
columnist that the White House sometimes rings him to ask
what he's planning to write about, is deeply Anglophilic.
"I am very British in that I'm reticent. There's a survey of how
many times people in different countries touch each other
during an hour over coffee. In Rio it was 180, in Paris 120.
London, zero." How about New York? "Maybe 40? I feel very at
home here." We're sitting in the Cinnamon Club, an Indian
restaurant in Westminster frequented by policy wonks, and he
looks more diffident than the only Englishman at our table. I
resist the counter-cultural urge to play footsie.
But what's important about Brooks is not so much that he acts
British, but that he thinks British. His new book, The Social
Animal: A Story of How Success Happens, is steeped in the antirationalist philosophical reflections of the British Enlightenment.
And this is no ordinary book: even before publication this week
it has become, according to Times columnist Rachel Sylvester,
"the must-read text for politicians searching for a new prism
through which to examine the apparently intractable challenges
of social immobility, school dropout rates, welfare dependency
and crime". Education secretary Michael Gove believes it

contains vital clues for turning around failing schools;
universities minister David Willetts reckons it may help define
modern Conservatism; policy minister Oliver Letwin thinks it
articulates the cherished Tory notion of the Big Society. The
book is so hot that both David Cameron and Ed Miliband are
meeting Brooks this week, and Steve Hilton, the PM's top
strategist, has invited him to hold a seminar at No 10 on Friday.
Brooks hails British rather than French Enlightenment thinkers
as the guys who really understood what makes the social animal
tick. While Voltaire, Condorcet and Descartes used reason to
confront superstition and feudalism, thinkers across the Channel
– Brooks cites Burke, Hume and Adam Smith – thought it
unwise to trust reason. Rather, and here Brooks quotes Hume
with approval: "Reason is and ought to be the slave of the
passions."
Why is The Social Animal so important if it just dusts off old
thoughts of Brits from 200-plus years ago? First, Brooks argues
misplaced faith in human rationality has underpinned policymaking for too long. Second, research in neuroscience,
behavioural economics and psychology stressing the importance
of our non-rational minds can, if applied, create a better world.
Brooks says that, overwhelmingly, human decision-making is
not rational but unconscious. Much of the book's pleasure
consists in reading digests of experiments (such as international
differences in the incidence of touching during coffee) that show
how non-rational we are and yet how successful the social
animal when breaking free of mere rational decision-making.
The style and substance will be familiar to readers of pop
psychology bestsellers such as Malcolm Gladwell's Blink or Jonah
Lehrer's Proust Was a Neuroscientist: for Brooks the
unconscious isn't a seething Freudian netherworld of sexual
urges, but where we make the key decisions of our lives –
whom to date and marry, how to vote.
Most success stories stress academic ability, IQ, hard work, he
argues. Brooks rather stresses non-cognitive skills, which, he
writes, is "the catch-all category for hidden qualities that can't
be easily measured, but which in real life lead to happiness and
fulfilment." "By that I mean emotions, intuitions, genetic
inheritance. Soft stuff, which is pretty rich given that my wife
thinks I'm insufficiently touchy feely."
And what are these mysterious non-cognitive skills? Good
character (energy, honesty, dependability, recognising your
weaknesses and controlling your worst impulses). He also
mentions "street smarts", by which he means reading situations
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and people, often unconsciously, and developing human
relationships. He thinks these skills can be honed.
He gives examples of policy-making without non-cognitive street
smarts. "When we invaded Iraq we were blind to the social
problems that would be involved. We didn't realise they didn't
trust us." Hold on – didn't he write a New York Times column
urging invasion? "I did. I was so blind about it. In that column I
wondered what Michael Oakeshott [the British conservative
political philosopher] would have said. He would have said: this
society is very complicated and you should be circumspect in
thinking about what you can achieve, and that invading to install
democracy without trust is doomed. And then I wrote: 'Having
said that, I think we should invade.'"
Another example is the banking crisis, which, he reckons,
happened because we trusted bankers. "Many thought we
should let these rational wealth-seekers get on with it. We
shouldn't."
The Social Animal's thesis is expressed through the form of a
novel. He creates a couple, Harold and Erika, he from a rich
background, she from a broken family in a disorganised
neighbourhood, and traces them through their formative years,
marriage, careers, retirement and death. The book has become
a US bestseller and is worth reading – even if with mounting
exasperation – since it seems to promise answers to some of
western society's deepest problems: how to generate social
mobility and reform a non-society devoid of mutual trust and
bristling with security cameras.
No wonder leading Tories welcome Brooks. He is to the Big
Society agenda what Richard Layard was to Labour's happiness
philosophy and Richard Sennett was to Blair's respect agenda.
"The Big Society appeals to me because I don't think appealing
to people as individuals gets you far. Many social problems are
caused by insufficient social capital. Kids are brought up in
broken homes and crime-ridden neighbourhoods; they don't go
to university because they're not attached to their schools . . .
to solve these problems you need to build dense social
networks. You have to get beyond treating people as rational
machines who respond to the economic incentives."
Brooks thinks his book, written with the US in mind, speaks to
British problems. He quotes the jeremiads of self-styled Red
Tory Phillip Blond about Britain having become a bipolar nation
in which a bureaucratic, centralised state presides over a
fragmented, disempowered and isolated citizenry. "I get to
where Blond is by arguing that there have been two individualist
revolutions. Conservatives embraced the individualism of the
market and reacted furiously if the state impinged on individual
economic choice." Brooks writes that one consequence of this is
chains such as Walmart closing local shops, destroying networks
of community those shops created.
"There's also a liberal revolution in the moral sphere that says
the state shouldn't impinge on choices about marriage, family
structure, the role of women. That liberal revolution also took
religion out of the public square. Together these revolutions
undermine communal trust and law and order." It also, he
writes in the Social Animal, led to welfare policies that "enabled

lonely young girls to give birth out of wedlock, thus decimating
the habits and rituals that led to intact families".
Perhaps the fact that you're a self-described socialist will appeal
to Ed Miliband, I suggest to Brooks. "Yes, but my socialism
doesn't value state over society. It favours a more
communitarian style of politics. The point is to ensure that
people from different classes feel united in a common
enterprise. When I meet Ed Miliband, I might ask if my kind of
socialism appeals, or if he's stuck with the old one."
My hunch is that Brooks's socialism would make Miliband
queasy. In the book, he eulogises charter schools – schools that
get public money but are granted autonomy from state control
in exchange for producing certain results, notably targeting kids
from tough backgrounds. Erika, his character from a tough
background, manages to get to just such a school established by
a billionaire hedge fund trader.
But aren't charter schools anti-egalitarian, don't they stop
people from different classes feeling united in a common
enterprise? "These schools are unequal, but in an unequal
society you need that. Poor kids need different things from
schools than rich kids because they often don't have the
structure in their homes or neighbourhoods to give them a
chance of success and most schools don't help with that."
Isn't there a risk that decentralisation undermines your
socialism? "Yeah. What I want to say to David Cameron is that if
you decentralise power you risk getting rid of a basic level of
fairness and equality. And you risk creating separate
communities that don't talk to each other." Brooks cites
Guardian columnist Polly Toynbee who on Tuesday rounded on
Eric Pickles's localism bill. "It was a good article because it
argued that when budget deficits are cut the poor are at greater
risk. Not that I'm saying cutting the deficit is wrong; it's right,
but it needs not to fall on the poorest hardest."
Brooks tells me he is a fan of Anthony Trollope, something not
admitted by a public figure since John Major. He recently gave a
talk to New York's Trollope Society about the novel The
American Senator. "In it the senator scorns British political
institutions, arguing they're absurd and irrational. The Lords?
Ridiculous. But what Trollope felt when he ridicules that senator,
and what I share, is a belief in institutions to achieve communal
goals and how wrong it is to try to impose rationalistic models
on existence."
How un-American. Brooks reminds me of a reverse Jonathan
Freedland. While Freedland's b ook Bring Home the
Revolution argued the egalitarian ideas of American revolution
should be imported to reform Britain's insufficiently rational
polity, Brooks seems to be arguing that it doesn't matter that
Britain's political institutions aren't rational, just that they need
to be infused with more communal spirit and funky-sounding
streets smarts. Whether that's a message Britain wants to hear
is another matter.
• The Social Animal is published by Short Books, £14.99.
To order a copy for £11.99 with free UK p&p, go
to theguardian.com/bookshop or call 0330 333 6846.
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Äußerungen Jüngers, die notwendig sind für den weiteren
Verlauf des Austauschs.
556 Seiten, gebunden. € 44,- From: Deutscher Buchdienst
[mailto:rundbrief@deutscher-buchdienst.com]

***

Die Veröffentlichung eines der bedeutendsten Briefwechsel, die
Ernst Jünger führte: den mit Armin Mohler, der 1947 Kontakt
aufnahm, zwei Jahre später Sekretär bei Jünger wurde, 1953
nach Paris ging und sich bis zum Bruch im Januar 1961 intensiv
mit dem Jünger austauschte.
Alle 820 Briefe sind erfaßt, die Witwe Mohlers unterstützte die
Kommentierung, dazwischen in Paraphrase einige wichtige

Ernst Jünger, Contradictory German Author Who Wrote
About War, Is Dead at 102
By DAVID BINDER, Published: February 18, 1998
Ernst Junger, an aloof warrior-author regarded as one of
Germany's most controversial and contradictory writers, died
yesterday in Wilflingen, in southwestern Germany, where he had
lived for nearly 50 years. He was 102.
Mr. Junger was so well regarded that Chancellor Helmut Kohl
and President Roman Herzog defied snow and freezing spring
winds to attend his 100th birthday in Wilflingen, a village in
Upper Swabia. But he also was so disliked that at the same time
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he was being extolled as a master stylist, he was being
denounced by others as a warmonger and Nazi apologist.
For Mr. Junger, war and writing were often indivisible. At 19 he
volunteered for army duty the day Kaiser Wilhelm ordered
mobilization that led to World War I in August 1914. Soon he
was at the Western front with the 73d Fusiliers.
Regimental histories spoke repeatedly of his daring and valor.
He was wounded for the first time in April 1915 in Lorraine and
was subsequently wounded at least six more times. In 1917 he
was awarded the Knights Cross of the House of Hohenzollern,
and eight months later, his commanding general, commenting
on his ''ruthless bravery,'' secured for him imperial Germany's
highest medal, the Pour le Merite. He was believed to have been
the last man alive to hold the imperial medal.
Mr. Junger published his first work, ''Stahlgewittern'' (''Storm of
Steel: From the Diary of a German Storm-Troop Officer on the
Western Front.''), privately in 1920; subsequent editions
became a commercial and critical success and appeared in other
countries. Based on the diaries he kept in the trenches from
1915 through 1918, ''Stahlgewittern'' is a memorial to fallen
comrades and an attempt to make sense of his war experiences,
but it also revels in the glory of combat.
Many critics in Germany and abroad praised Mr. Junger's work
because it did not censor events or thoughts but presented
them as they occurred. His subsequent books included ''Combat
as an Internal Experience,'' ''Storm,'' ''The Copse'' and ''Fire and
Blood.'' These books, filled with what one critic later called
''bombastic pathos,'' made him the darling of nascent radical
nationalist movements, including Adolf Hitler's National Socialist
German Workers Party. Indeed, Mr. Junger contributed an
article in 1923 to its newspaper, Volkischer Beobachter,
advocating revolutionary nationalism and a dictatorship.
But he declined to join the Nazis, gravitating instead to other
extremist fringe groups, ranging from the right-wing Stahlhelm
to the left-wing National Bolshevists. Despite this, some literary
historians regard him as primarily a loner who paid homage to
an aristocratic ideal and was imbued with a kind of Germanic
fatalism. Like earlier German writers, among them Heinrich von
Kleist and Friedrich Hebbel, he was fascinated with death and
heroism. He was influenced by the nihilist streak of Friedrich
Nietzsche, the end-of-the-world ideas of Oswald Spengler and
the formalistic philosophy of Hegel.
His writings in the 1920's, with their attacks on bourgeois
culture and ''civility,'' played into the prejudices of the Nazis.
But he rebuffed repeated wooing by Hitler's party, refusing the
offer of a seat in the Reichstag in 1927 and, after Hitler seized
power in 1933, membership in the Nazified German Academy.
A frequent criticism of Mr. Junger was that he registered events
only at a cool distance, never passing judgment or injecting an
emotional note. ''The more the panic grows,'' he wrote, ''the
more uplifting the image of a man who refuses to bow to the
terror.''
Writing on the occasion of Mr. Junger's 100th birthday, the
historian Joachim Fest said it was frustrating to try to discern
the difference between Mr. Junger's early and later writing
because his style prevented the reader from discovering what
moved him, frightened him or allowed him to hope. He
described this style as ''an odd mixture of elevatedness,
precision and the rudiments of a German out of the General
Staff schooled in Spartan brevity.''
A passage from his novella ''On the Marble Cliffs'' may serve as
a sample: ''Fish scales gleamed, a gull wing cut through the salt
air, jellyfish stretched and loosened their umbrellas, the fronds
of a coconut palm waved in the wind, oysters opened to the
light. In the sea garden the brown and green seaweed and
purple forms of the water lilies swayed. The fine crystal sand of
dunes whirled up.''
The ''Marble Cliffs,'' published in the year World War II began,
became a seminal Junger work, pitting a high-minded teacher
against the ''senior forester,'' a brutal and demonic totalitarian
who is hungry for power. The forester orders his underlings to
strip the bones out of human corpses and to tan their skins. In
the end, the hero escapes, saying, ''So I swear to myself in the
future to fall alone in freedom rather than to accompany the
servants on the path to triumph.''

The book was quickly recognized as anti-Nazi, but no steps were
taken against the author, who was back in uniform, loyally
serving the Third Reich.
Ernst Junger was born March 29, 1895, in Heidelberg. His father
was Ernst Georg Junger, a pharmacist and mine owner. He was
sent to private schools in Upper and later Lower Saxony whose
stuffiness and severe discipline sparked a desire for escape to
adventure. At 18 he slipped away to France and enlisted in the
Foreign Legion, which sent him to Algeria for basic training. His
father was not as enamored of the military as his son and
prevailed on Germany's Foreign Office to secure the boy's
return. Young Ernst remained rebellious, but the outbreak of
war in July 1914 provided him with a legitimate release from
''the dominion of comfort.''
He remained in the army for five years after World War I ended.
He then returned to his studies, first at the University of Leipzig
in Saxony and then in Naples, concentrating on entomology, a
boyhood hobby.

Photo: Ernst Jünger. (Reuters, 1995)
The observation of nature became a passion that stayed with
him for the rest of his life. He traveled to Africa, the Middle East
and Asia assembling a collection of beetles and insects that
would number 40,000. His admirers saw in his focus on
observation a key to his spiritual core, an insistence that
''thought must proceed from observation,'' as Fest wrote.
He also participated in radical politics, looking forward to the
rise of a new man, as he wrote in ''The Worker'' in 1932, a man
of industry who would restore order to a chaotic world. For Mr.
Junger, democracy was incapable of maintaining order.
Mr. Junger spent World War II as a captain serving in
headquarters, mostly in occupied Paris. There he made friends
with such leading cultural figures as Jean Cocteau, Sacha Guitry,
Celine, Picasso, Georges Braque and Henri de Motherlant. He
wrote about his encounters with them and others in ''Gardens
and Roads,'' which was published in French and German in
1942.
In Paris he was close to the German officers who participated in
the July 20, 1944, plot to kill Hitler, but he was not involved in
the conspiracy. His punishment was summary dismissal from
the Wehrmacht. Four months later he was informed that his
son, Ernst, had been killed in action in Italy while on duty with a
penal battalion after being court-martialed for ''subversive'' talk.
He wrote, ''Often I have the impression that I am writing on
paper that is already browning in the licks of the flames.''
After the war, Allied forces branded Mr. Junger a militarist and
barred him from publishing for four years. He did not help his
cause by his lofty refusal to fill out the questionnaire used to
determine whether a German had been a Nazi.
In 1949 his war diaries were published under the title
''Radiations.'' In one passage he described hearing a report on
the ''monstrous shameful actions'' of a branch of the SS during
the conquest of Kiev in 1941, and noting, ''I was seized by
disgust in front of the uniforms, the shoulder boards, the
medals, the weapons whose brilliance I had once so loved.''
That same year he published a utopian novel, ''Heliopolis,''
involving two rival factions, one populist ''with the instincts of
the dull masses,'' and the other favoring an enlightened
absolutism carried out by an elite. Critics concluded that the
novel dealt with the struggle between the Nazi Party and the
Wehrmacht.
He withdrew to a sort of self-imposed exile in 1950 to his home
in a forester's house on a baronial estate near Wilflingen, where
he continued to write into his 90's, producing more than 50
books. He remained able to surprise. In 1970 he published
''Approaches, Drugs and the Buzz,'' about his experiences taking
LSD and mescaline, and a widely praised detective story,
''Dangerous Encounters,'' in 1985. His works were acclaimed by
Heinrich Boll, the Nobel laureate in literature known for his
pacifism.
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His first wife, Gretha von Jeinsen, died in 1960. Their second
son, Alexander, a physician, committed suicide in 1993. Mr.
Junger's younger brother, Friedrich, also a writer, died in 1977.
He is survived by his second wife, Liselotte.
Mr. Junger's renaissance began in the 1980's, when the city of
Frankfurt awarded him its Goethe Prize -- after much protest -and he joined Chancellor Kohl and President Francois Mitterrand
of France at a 1984 Franco-German reconciliation ceremony at
the World War I battlefield of Verdun in France. At Verdun, the
setting for the worst slaughter of the war, he sought to make
amends for his youthful bellicosity, saying that the ''ideology of
war'' pervading Germany before and after that conflict was ''a
calamitous mistake.''
http://www.nytimes.com/1998/02/18/arts/ernstjunger-contradictory-german-author-who-wrote-aboutwar-is-dead-at-102.html

---------------------------------------------------------Ernst Jünger
Germany’s writer-warrior, died on February 17th,
aged 102 Feb 26th 1998, AP

WHEN Ernst Jünger became improbably old, his fame could be
measured by the quality of his visitors, among them Chancellor
Kohl and President Roman Herzog. What were their expectations
as they approached Mr Jünger's pleasant home in Wilflingen,
southern Germany? Should they praise his 100 or so books
(“Ever read any, Helmut?”), or his bravery as a soldier, or ask to
see his famous collection of 40,000 beetles? The visitors' wise
advisers said that, in consideration of Mr Jünger's age, a firm
handshake would be enough.
The advisers knew that, despite his age, Mr Jünger could be
fearsomely articulate. When he was 90 he told an interviewer
that the “reality” for him was not the federal republic, but “the
German Reich”. The leaders of today's determinedly peaceable
country needed to be spared any embarrassing talk of the Reich
(empire), whether it be the first, the Holy Roman Empire (9621806); the second (1871-1918), of Kaiser Wilhelm; or the third
(1933-45), of Adolf Hitler.
Writers of obituaries in German newspapers have agonised in
their efforts to be honest about Mr Jünger. Some have looked at
his long life covering the blackest period of German history, in
which Europe narrowly escaped enslavement, and note that he
never lost his contempt for democracy. For those who still
retained fears of Germany, Mr Jünger seemed to provide the
justification for their foreboding. Others say he was simply a
patriotic German trying to make the best of the times. The
important thing, say his defenders, is that he was one of the
finest writers of the century, a great stylist, a master of
German, and don't writers make their own rules?
With Hitler

So what of his writing? After the slaughter of the first world war,
most writers with experience of the trenches wrote of the
pointless wastefulness of battle. Robert Graves's “Goodbye to All
That” was an example of the genre. Ernst Jünger, though, took
a different view. His “Storms of Steel”, published in 1920,
offered a surgically precise view of battle. He looked at death on
the battlefield with the same detachment that he gave to his
collection of beetles: “Caught between two fires, the English
tried to escape across the open and were gunned down like
game.” But there was more. Battle was glorious and those who
survived were an elite. Mr Jünger came through four years of
this fighting, collecting, it is said, 14 wounds, which suggests a
touch of masochism as well as bravery, and numerous medals.
Hitler, to whom Mr Jünger sent a signed copy, admired the
book. The two men shared the view that Germany had lost the
war because its soldiers had been betrayed by decadent
politicians. Neither approved of Germany's new pacifist
government in Weimar, and both wanted it replaced by a
nationalistic-minded regime with military values. Mr Jünger
wrote articles for a Nazi newspaper but although he held Hitler
in regard as a fellow former soldier, he could not stand the Nazi
gang. He, after all, was from an upper-class family in
Heidelberg; not quite aristocracy, but his father, a chemist, also
owned a coal mine. In any case, the Nazis, with their appeal to
the “masses”, seemed too far to the left for Mr Jünger. He
politely declined Hitler's offer of a safe Nazi seat in the German
parliament.
In 1934, after the Nazi party had taken power, the Dachau
concentration camp had been built, and Hitler had murdered his
Nazi rivals in the “night of the long knives”, Mr Jünger prepared
to watch a different sort of battle. In a reference to his beetles,
he wrote that he was content to “watch people eat each other
up like insects”.
He spent part of the 1930s travelling the world in search of
beetles and other insects, and in the second world war returned
to the army. After the fall of France he was posted to Paris. In
what seems like a rare example of Nazi humour, Captain Jünger
the writer was given the job of censoring mail. As visitors to
Paris are, he was besotted by the city, hardly able to believe
that it now belonged to Germany. He lived in a grand hotel and
walked the streets, guidebook in hand. He was a tourist, but not
quite. Dining on lobster in the Tour d'Argent, he wrote in his
diary of looking out at the roofs of Paris which sheltered the
hungry. “In such times, to eat, and to eat well, gives one a
sensation of power.”
Was he merely a gifted monster? Perhaps as a gesture of
redemption, he credits himself in reference books with being in
the 1944 plot to murder Hitler. But there is doubt about this,
though he knew some of the conspirators who were hanged. His
1939 novel “On the Marble Cliffs” is seen by some critics as an
attack on the Nazis, but not by others. After the war there was
talk of putting him on trial, but there were more obvious villains
to deal with, and Mr Jünger was merely told not to publish
anything for four years. In his later writings he condemned the
“shameful actions” of the SS; not so much out of pity for the
victims as because the SS lacked honour. War was no longer the
grim, but gentlemanly, shooting party of his youth.
http://www.economist.com/node/114761
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Naked torsos & horned beasts:
Swiss tunnel’s bizarre opening leaves viewers baffled
https://www.rt.com/viral/345202-switzerland-tunnel-opening-ceremony/
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Op-Ed: The Jewish claim to “Palestine” versus the two-state solution
The Judeo-Christian West and Islam represent what Harvard professor of political science
Samuel Huntington famously called a “clash of civilizations.”
Published: Tuesday, June 14, 2016 6:04 AM
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Prof. Paul Eidelberg

The Muslim credibility problem
Before discussing the Jewish claim to “Palestine,” let us review
the credibility of the Muslims who claim this land as their own.
We begin with a statement of Professor Ephraim Karsh the
founding director and emeritus professor of Middle East and
Mediterranean Studies at King’s College London.
Since 2013, Karsh he has also served as senior research
associate at the Begin-Sadat Center for Strategic Studies
at Bar-Ilan University. On the issue of Palestine he quotes the
eminent Arab-American historian Philip Hitti who, in 1946,
described the common Arab view:
“There is no such thing as Palestine in history, absolutely not.”
Palestine was never “perceived as a distinct entity deserving
national self-determination but as an integral part of a regional
Arab order.
The Arab claim to Palestine is a hoax. The hoax and the Arab’s
sinister appropriation of the name “Palestinians” are thoroughly
discussed in the monumental work of Howard Grief, The Legal
Foundations and Borders of Israel under International
Law (Jerusalem; Mazo Publishers, 2008), Section Four. Chs. 1618.
The Arab hoax is intended to negate the Jewish People’s claim to
their ancestral homeland. The hoax is typical of the Arab mythmaking culture, a polite way of referring to the Arab’s tendency
to prevarication. Middle East expert Professor Y. Harkabi says
in Arab Attitudes to Israel (Keter Publishers, 1972): “The use of
falsehood” and “distortions of the truth” are typical of Arab
political life.” Political scientists, sociologists and historians, he
adds, “seem to feel reluctant to mention this aspect of their
analysis of the Arab world” (p. 337).
Harkabi goes so far as to say that mendacity is “second nature”
to the Arabs, and that one may regard “falsehood as an
expression of [Arab] national character.” He quotes the liberated
Arab sociologist Sonia Hamady: “Lying is a widespread habit
among the Arabs, and they have a low idea of truth” (p. 348).
Civilization

Arab sociologist Sonia Hamady: “Lying is a widespread
habit among the Arabs, and they have a low idea of truth”
(p. 348).
Various writers paint a bleaker picture.
Scholars from diverse nations say that Muslims are inclined to
violence and rape, precisely what is occurring today in the
invasion of Muslim migrants in Europe. It’s an ugly truth, but
violence and rape are endemic in Islamic culture, which
suggests that Islam has deep-seated homicidal tendencies.
There is a great deal of evidence supportive of this seemingly
extreme, but by no means “racist,” conclusion, if only because
of the 1.5 billion Muslims on planet earth, some scholars
estimate that as much as 50 percent of this Muslim population
supports Jihad – which has become a euphemism for murder!
This high estimate, even if halved, has been made plausible by
the Center for the Study of Political Islam. According to the
Center’s February 21, 2007 issue of FrontPageMagazine,
Muslims have slaughtered approximately 270 million people
since the ascendancy of Muhammad! Such slaughter is
encouraged by the bellicosity of Islam’s sacred scriptures. Killing
“infidels” in the name of Allah seems to be Islam’s most
distinctive religious imperative.

Religiously animated murder may be traced to Islam’s origin in
seventh century paganism and love of bloodshed. This is
“necrophelia,” encapsulated in verse Sura 9:111 of the Qur’an,
which exalts the Muslim who “slays and is slain for Allah.”
The homicidal proclivity of Islam is probably the basic reason
Syrian-born psychiatrist Wafa Sultan, who now lives in America,
does not regard Islam as a civilization. The philosophically
astute Lee Harris agrees.
Harris, who rejects the cultural relativism of Western academia,
defines civilization as having four prerequisites: (1) a stable
social order, (2) the co-operation of individuals pursuing their
own interests, (3) the ability to tolerate or socialize with one’s
neighbors, and (4) a hatred of violence. To the preceding I
would add (5) respect for truthfulness, a quality precluded by
the Muslim doctrine of taqiyya, which regards deceit and
dissimulation as virtues. Islam thus lacks the prerequisites of
civilization. The insights of Dr. Wafa Sultan confirm this
conclusion.
Now, it should be noted that the four prerequisites of civilization
enumerated by Harris conform to classical liberalism, according
to which men can be friends despite their differences. This
principle, which agrees with modern as opposed to pre-modern
Christianity, has always been evident in the caustic yet friendly
debates among the rabbis of the Talmud.
I mention this to link Judaism and Christianity and thus indicate
that the Judeo-Christian West and Islam represent what Harvard
professor of political science Samuel Huntington famously called
a “clash of civilizations.”

The violent peace process

However, in stark contrast, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu, for reasons of his own, denied the existence of this
clash in a speech he delivered to a joint session of the American
Congress on July 10, 1996. Of course, his “politically correct”
attitude provides him with some justification for his persistent
but futile peace negotiations with the Palestinian Authority (PA),
a consortium of Muslim terrorist groups ensconced in the Middle
East.
By now, however, it should be obvious to any dispassionate
observer that genuine and abiding peace between the Muslim PA
and Israel is psychologically, politically, and culturally
impossible. No doubt this caustic message will not receive
serious attention by academics worried about tenure, or by
the New York Times struggling to survive Internet
Small wonder that casual observers are baffled by the relentless
violence in the Middle East “peace process,” despite the famous
handshake on the White House lawn where Yitzhak Rabin shook
the blood-stained hands of Yasser Arafat to the applause of
three former American Presidents. That event occurred on April
13, 1993. It marked the historic Oslo or Israel-Palestinian
Agreement; and though it has resulted in thousands of Jewish
casualties, the Agreement is relentlessly honored by Benjamin
Netanyahu and Israel, as if he or his country were suffering
from a battered-wife syndrome!
Syndrome or obsession, Oslo should not obscure the moral and
legal dimensions of this relentless and brutal conflict in which
peace is no where n sight. It’s precisely the word “peace” that
obscures and prolongs the conflict.
By casting the Palestinians and Israelis as “partners” in the
pursuance of peace, Netanyahu is guilty moral obscurantism. He
has obscured the fact that whereas Israel is a democracy, the
Palestinian Authority is a military despotism. He has therefore
placed Judaism, a religion that exalts peace, on the same level
as Islam, a religion that exalts war. In other words, Judaism,
which is based on the primacy of reason and persuasion and
elevated by a love of truth, has thus been rendered spiritually
equivalent to Islam, a religion based on the primacy of force and
coercion augmented by taqiyya, the Islamic art of deception and
dissimulation.
Netanyahu, who is not a fool, has nonetheless fostered the
moral equivalency now rampant in the West, and he has done
this “partnered” by Janus-faced Palestinians addicted to moral
absolutism, which leaves us to wonder which of the “peace
partners” is the more cynical!
Good and evil have thus been turned upside down in the Middle
East. Netanyahu does not know how to deal with this topsy
turvy world. He does not understand that the “peace process”
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which he deems good necessitates, on his part, an ongoing
practical indifference to the evil of Israel’s enemies. And this is
not all.
Having set security as his highest goal, mundane things
preoccupy his mind. Of course, this is what ordinary politics is
all about.
He cannot think of ways and means to attain a loftier goal.
Setting his sights low, It seems he cannot do otherwise than
purvey his conciliatory behavior toward the enemy as proper
and good as justified by the quest or alluring facade of “peace.”
He simply lacks, or is hiding well, the moral outrage one might
feel upon realizing that you have been played with by a cunning
and unscrupulous foe, which outrage would prompt you to see
that your conciliatory behavior has produced not good but evil,
not peace but a continuance of conflict. Netanyahu has thus
unwittingly fallen into the trap of which Isaiah warns us: “Woe
unto them that call evil good and good evil.”
He may have helped pave a road leading (God forbid) to
calamity. The calamity has been magnified by Israel’s good
friend, the United States, who’s President, Barack Obama, a
moral relativist, is intellectually and emotionally impervious to
evil. Hence it was not psychologically abhorrent for this
President to conclude a “permissive” nuclear weapons
agreement with a genocidal type regime like Iran,
whose Mullahs gleefully expectorate the venom “Death to
America!” Indeed, that nuclear agreement, which violates
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty of 1970, will hasten Iran’s
deployment of nuclear-tipped ballistic missiles, just what the
Mullahs need to fulfill their satanic malediction.

Former
Iranian
president
Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad
murdered thousands of Iranian children by having them
walk over landmines before his armies marched on Iraq.
Consorting with the devil under the banner of peace is
suicidal.
If the apocalyptic Muslims of Iran
develop (or now have) nuclear-tipped ballistic missiles, the
Muslim love of death, or necrophilia, may trigger the use of
those missiles to attain paradise. Former Iranian president
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad murdered thousands of Iranian children
by having them walk over landmines before his armies marched
on Iraq. Consorting with the devil under the banner of peace is
suicidal.

The legal problem with the Two-State-Solution

That is the end result of Netanyahu’s consorting with the
Muslims of the Palestinian Authority and releasing many of its
terrorists. But let’s start on the legal level. It is a violation of
international law, indeed, of the United Nations Charter, to
release terrorists. Not only is the terrorism perpetrated by the
PA via al-Fatah and Hamas proscribed by the UN Charter. The
Charter obliges all UN members, including Israel, to punish
these culprits. (See /Articles/Article.aspx/13610.)
Nevertheless, in violation of the Charter, Prime Minister
Netanyahu has (1) frequently released terrorists, and (2)
yielded Jewish land in violation of international conventions such
as the Balfour Declaration of 1917, San Remo Peace Resolution
of 1920, and the Anglo-American Treaty of 1925, all of which
are still valid. Before continuing we must elaborate on San
Remo.
On April 24-25, 2010, a number of seminars were delivered by
spokesmen from the United States and Canada to commemorate
the San Remo Convention. The seminars were followed by a
ceremony held in the same house where the signing of the San
Remo Convention took place in 1920. The event attracted
politicians from around Europe, the U.S., and Canada. Knesset
Member and Deputy Speaker Danny Danon attended and
delivered greetings from Jerusalem.

At the conclusion of the event, the conference reaffirmed the
San Remo Resolution, which included the Balfour Declaration
and reshaped the map of the modern Middle East, as was
agreed to by the Principal Allied Powers (Britain, France, Italy,
Japan, and the United States acting as an observer), and as was
later approved unanimously by the League of Nations. The
Resolution remains irrevocable and legally binding to this day:
[Viewed solely in the context of international law, “the San
Remo Resolution, as noted by attorney Howard Grief, “is the
principle founding document of the State of Israel [in]
recognition of the exclusive national Jewish rights to the Land of
Israel under international law”[p. 9] as per the historical
connection of the Jewish people to the territory previously
known as Palestine;
The San Remo Resolution laid down the Jewish legal right to
settle anywhere in western Palestine, a 10,000 square-miles the
area between the Jordan River and the Mediterranean Sea. On
July 24, 1922, fifty-one member countries – the entire League
of Nations – unanimously affirmed the historical connection of
the Jewish people with Palestine as their grounds for
reconstituting their national home in that country.
Any attempt to negate the Jewish people’s right to PalestineEretz-Israel, and to deny them access and control over the area
designated for the Jewish people by the League of Nations, is a
serious infringement of international law.
Moreover:
● If there were any historical connection for Arabs to Palestine it
was rejected in 1920 by the Supreme Council of the San Remo
Conference, which, under the authority of the League of
Nations, adjudicated the case after extensive representations by
the Arabs. San Remo decided, in the form of a binding
international treaty, to grant the land of Palestine to the Jewish
People only.
● The United Nations approved the League of Nation’s position.
Once San Remo was approved, Britain, the “Mandatory,” the
League, and the UN had no right to vary the terms of these
treaties. They thus became Res Judicata, the principle that a
matter may not, generally, be relitigated once it has been
judged on the merits.
● Any attempt to negate the Jewish people’s right to PalestineEretz-Israel, and to deny them access and control over the area
designated for the Jewish people by the League of Nations is a
serious infringement of international law.

Conclusions

● The UN General Assembly has no power to change borders.
Therefore its decision or advice is insignificant from a legal
perspective.
● The UN has no power to vary an existing valid international
treaty
which
the
League
of Nations, its
predecessor,
approved (Res Judicata) and had inherited from the League of
Nations (granting Israel the lands between the Mediterranean to
the Jordan River)
● The UN has no power to draw new agreements which run
contrary to existing Valid International Agreements or Treaties
which it had inherited from its predecessor, the League of
Nations.

Summary:

The San Remo Resolution incorporated the Balfour Declaration
of 1917 and Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of
Nations. This resolution is the basis on which the Mandate for
Palestine was constructed. While the decision made at San
Remo created the Palestine Mandate de facto, the Mandate
document signed by Great Britain as the Mandatory and by the
League of Nations made it de juré. It thus became a binding
treaty in international law.
It follows that the “two-state solution” to the Israel-Palestinian
conflict endorsed by Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on
June 14, 2009 at Bar-Ilan University clearly violates the San
Remo Resolution and should be deemed null and void.
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/Articles/Article.asp
x/19031
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